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IEDITOR1AL1
REGISTRATION WELL HANDLED
The smooth and efficient manner In which the conscrip
tion drive was accomplished ln Knox County was altogether
a credit to a community which has never fallen down on the
Job whether from a social, civic or patriotic standpoint.
Through the medium of this newspaper the city officials
called for volunteers and the result was the assembling ln each
ward of workers with which any duty might well be Intrusted.
Numerically the registration was not quite so Impressive as
had been expected, but this seems to have been true almost
everywhere. It Is not recorded that there were any consci
entious objectors or anything which indicated a lack of
patriotism, and there ls still time for those who failed to heed
the call for registration. The youth otf this country ls ready for
any emergency which may arise, and nobody need fear that
it will not give a good account of itself.
OUR STRIKE SOON OVER

The strike at the Van Baalen-Heilbrun garment factory
was of brief duration, and the machines are again singing as
merrily as 150 operatives can make them. The temporary dif
ficulty was marked by orderliness and a complete absence of
the bitterness and vindictiveness which too often mark labor
troubles. Employer and employe seem to have met half way.
TIME FOR A REVIVAL

If the Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences is to achieve
the success which a State organization deserves, there should
be no falling down in Curator Norman W. Lermond's drive
for Increased membership Flagging Interest, as seen ln recent
State Field Days at Knox Arboretum ls certainly not creditable
to scientists and nature-lovers who regard themselves seri
ously. and certainly not encouraging to a man who has worked
so valiantly to establish one of the best museums to be found
in this section of the country*.
THE EUROPEAN CHESS GAME

Tlie European chess board changes over-night, with the
pawns being pushed about in bewildering fashion. Not many
kings left, and the game is still dominated by two dictators,
with a third wondering as to his status.
THE GALLUP POLL

We do not know how much efficacy there may be in the
Gallup poll, or how closely It will conform to the statistics
which the world will be reading on the morning of Nov. 6.
but we doubt very much If the New Dealers derived as much
comfort from Friday's publication as it did a week or so ago
when the results pointed to a victory for Willkie In only six
States. The latter figures were published before the Presi
dential campaign had gotten into full swing—before the nation
got Its first real Insight Into the fearless and dynamic char
acter of Wendell Willkie, and before the voters had sensed
the undlsputable arguments which Willkie and the American
press has been stressing. Out of that great industrial and
agricultural region comes the first direct situation that the
Republican pomlnee has struck 12, and evinced a leaderhlp
which has heartened the faltering O O. P and the tremend
ous following which has enlisted under the Willkie banner
from what was formerly the Democratic party.
The Gallup poll in Its latest declaration of statistics.
Intimates that Willkie has made nationwide gains but the most
startling results are seen ln the five great States which have
swung Into the Republican column, through the medium of
Impressive percentage figures—Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin and Iowa. True, the eleven States credited to
Willkie carry only 117 electoral votes as compared with the
414 given to Roosevelt, but two weeks ago the President was
Indicated to have 409 And, as we have stressed from the
outset, there are enough borderline States which can easily
be translated Into Republican victories between now and
Nov. 5. The result is also going to hinge in a considerable
measure upon the ultimate choice made by the hundred of
thousands of undecided voters. It would seem reasonable that
the "undecided" voters would finally mark his cross ln the
Republican column, because If he had New Deal tendencies,
he would have demonstrated them at the first chance to engage
in a “straw vote." We doubt very much If this country is will
ing tc go cn record as saying that there is a 12-year period in
which there is only one man fit to run the country. Would
those advocates of "don't swap horses in mid-stream" be of the
same opinion if the President was a Republican instead of a
Democrat?

DINE ON SUNDAY
-AT—

KNOX
HOTEL
THOMASTON, ME.
STEAK AND CHICKEN DINNERS
SERVED 1L30 TO

2.30

Group Service and Special Parties Solicited

PERMANENT GUESTS
Special Monthly Rates to Permanent Guests, Nov. 1 to April 1.

Excellent Food
z

*
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and Service—Clean, Comfortable
Rooms

Telephone, Thomaston 54
J. FRED BURGESS. Manager

AN APPRECIATION
I take this method of thanking all those who
so cheerfully gave their time in carrying out the
provisions of the Selective Service Registra
tion, which made my work in connection with
same, very light and pleasant.
E. R. KEENE,
City Clerk.

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, October 19,1940

STRIKE QUICKLY SETTLED
A general meeting of Local 371, dino, and the shop, the workers still
ACWA, was held at 5.30 p. m. remaining out. After several hours'
bitter struggle, an agreement was
Thursday night at K. P. hall to hear reached whereby the workers are to
the terms of the new wage agree receive a raise of from 10% to 25%.
ment secured for the employes of
The union members returned to
the Van Baalen-Heilbrun & Co. their machines the wage increase
going into Immediate effect. It was
plant on Camden street.
The union members had been on , voted at the general meeting to ac
strike since Wednesday morning, cept the wage scale as agreed.
A report was also delivered at the
when they demanded a 5-cent-permeeting by the delegates who athour raise.
Business Agent Louis Yadino was I tended the New England "Boost
sent for, and arrived from Boston Roosevelt" convention of the ACWA
Wednesday night. He held a meet 1 in Boston last month when the
ing with representatives from the 1 union pledged Itself to assist in the ,
union, and Thursday morning ne Roosevelt campaign for re-election.
Eleanor P. Staples,
gotiations were opened between a
Union Correspondent.
committee from the union. Mr. Ya

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE DEER HUNTING SEASON

e

Volume 95............ Number 126.

The Black Cat

Opens Monday In Six Counties—Where
Best Results May Be Expected

Deer hunters will go into action tip and try that country. He also
ln Aroostook. Penobscot. Some: set, believes that more hunters should i
try the east central Somerset ’
Piscataquis, Franklin and Oxford
county region.
Counties next Monday morning
Last year's kill was around 20.(Oct. 21) while the remaining 10 000 and has been Increasing stead
counties will stay closed until Nov. ily.
1st. From all reports the kill should
Bear seem to be hanging to the
be a record breaker. Wardens and deer forest ridges for feed and as
civilians alike tell of seeing more a result the kill Is not as large as
deer In all sections of the State, predicted. However, the big black
but the animals seem to be deep boys are plentiful and in plenty
in the wj-'ds feeding on the bump of trouble.
er crop beech ridges. A goal nop j Asked to pick five of the best i
of apples ln the many abandoned bear areas ln the State a famous |
orchards should soon toll them Maine guide selected the follow-j
Mary Sue Wigley, Brilliant down to the fields and open ing: Williamsburg, Brownville, j
Knox County’s Revised
(By The Roving Reporter <
Bowerbank, Bernard, Sebec, Milo j
Alabama Woman, To Be country.
Figures Presented—The
Unless exceptional wet weather and T-6, R-9 in southern Piscata
Principal Speaker
Appeal Board
prevails during the first week or quis; Weld. T-6. Perkins Pl.. Phil
One year ago: Percy Blaisdell was
The average novice watching a
so still hunting is the recommend lips and Avon in southern FrankThe
Knox-Lincoln
County
Farm
The initial call to the colors for
ed procedure due to noisy walking Un; Lakeville Pl.. T-5. R-l, T-4, elected president of the Knox and football game would be apt to form
Bureau
will
hold
Its
annual
meet

30,000 of the men who registered
conditions. Veteran nimrods and N. D., T-6, N. D„ T-5, R-l In Lincoln Kents Hill Alumni—Morse the opinion that the players should
Wednesday for the nation's first ing at the Community Building, officials look for some of the best
southern
Penobscot;
Oarfleld, High defeated Rockland 20 to 6.— be encased in armor. Imagine, then
peacetime draft will be sounded Nov. Rockland, Wednesday, Oct. 23, at hunting in the first to open coun
Marsardis.
Ashland,
Squawpan Mrs. Myron L. Rollins died, aged 66. engaging ln that hectic sport, wear10
a.
m.
The
meeting
will
be
In
16, and a total of 800,000 will be
ties to be as follows:
and Nashville ln west central —Howard G. Philbrook son-in-law J ing spectacles. Yet that's what
under arms by next June 15, Secre charge of Clifton Walker of Aina,
Aroostook—an area in the west Aroostook and Winterville, T-15, of W. O. Fuller, was appointed man Bob Westfall and Bob Ingalls do
tary’ of War Stlmson revealed president of the county farm ern section including Nashville.
R-8; T-15. R-7; T-14, ln north ager of Eastern Slopes Hotel in when they appear ln the University
.bureau.
Thursday.
North Conway—Low water at Mir of Michigan lineup.
Garfield
plantation,
Oxbow.
Marcentral
Aroostook.
The outstanding feature this year
This means that within the next
ror Lake.—Dr. Thomas Landers, a
sardls.
Ashland. Squaw
Pan.
A
couple
of
killing
frosts
have
eight months, the draft will touch ls the address In the afternoon by Castle Hill and a number of sur
To keep the compass needles from
done a real Job on the foliage and native of Hurricane, died In Port ' destroying
United States warships
one out of every 20 registrants or Miss Mary Sue Wigley of Dawson, rounding townships.
the leaves were falling thick and land. aged 56.—The vacant quar
Alabama.
Miss
Wigley
is
nation

one out of every four class 1-A men
cost
$5,629,500.
This is the money
ters
in
the
Masonic
Temple
build

Penobscot—a large area through fast at this writing to Improve
—those available and fit for Im ally known, having appeared on the central section including Macthe Navy is allowed for protection
ing
were
being
remodelled
for
the
partridge hunting conditions im
programs in nearly every State ln
mediate service.
wahoc. Seboeis. Enfield. Passadum- mensely. Prom now on the boys Central Maine Power Company.— against magnetic mines. A girdle
of electric cables guards each ship,
Stlmson also announced that an the Union. Mrs. W. A. Gresham, keag. Alton, Greenbush, Lincoln,
can get a little better idea of how Peter C. Mitchell died at Crlehaven.
additional 130.000 national guards past president of the Alabama Lee, Springfield, Carroll, Green
i The secret of a magnetic mine ls an
the
partridge
population
got
men will be mobilized between Jan. Federation of Women's Clubs says, field. Mayfield and Lagrange.
Three sisters who reside in Range- ordinary compass needle fixed in
through the year even though the
3 and Feb. 3. 1941. About 98,000 regarding Miss Wigley: "Alabama
Somerset
—
an
area
in
the
east
ley
were never in Rockland, but side the mine. The needle's swing
kill
has
been
normal
in
many
militiamen already have been In is very proud of her gifted daugh central section Including The areas.
feel
as if they had always known touches off the explosive.
ducted into the nation's armed ter; Mary Sue Wigley. At our Forks, Bowtown. Caratunk. Square
the
city,
and the reason for it is
Maine's answer to the great
State convention she brought us
Throughout the United States,
forces.
Town, East Moxie. Bald Mt. woodcock riddle seems to be that that they religiously read each copy
an
Inspirational
message
that
will
1890
English language dally news
Revising earlier figures made pub
Johnson Mt.. Misery Gore, Sap there is a normal or at least a of The Courier-Gazette which goes
lic at a press conference Stimson long be remembered." Paul Chap ling, West Forks and surrounding near normal supply of these birds. to Earl Marshall, a former Rock papers. with an approximate cir
said the .conscripts would be called man, Dean of the College of Agri plantations. Other good Somer Best results have been reported land boy. residing in that town. The culation of 40 000.000 subscribers, and
up as follows: Nov. 18. 30.000 men; culture, University of Georgia, in a set towns should be Dead River, ln Lincoln, upper Knox, western local names mean nothing to them, 525 Sunday papers with circulations
letter"to the State home demonstranearly as large, depend almost ex
Dec. 2, 60.0CO; Jan. 3, 60.000; Jan. 15.
Flagstaff, Pleasant Ridge, Parlln Waldo and eastern Kennebec coun but they say they find Interest ln
clusively on the motor truck for bulk
90.000; Feb. 10, 160.000; March 5,
Pond, Township 5, Range 4; and ties with the Dead River section the Rockland paper's departments,
distribution to readers.
200.000; and June IS. 200.000.
Detroit.
and eastern and central Washing naming especially This and That,
Under the conscription law, as
Piscataquis—mostly the southern ton County producing some very Marjorie Mills and The Black Cat.
The alumni of the University of
many as 900,000 conscripts may be
section
including,
Bowerbank, good shooting. The flight birds
' Maine are expressing pleasure that
called up annually for the next five
Brownville. Williamsburg. Blan are beginning to stir accord to
Sunlight is not so injurious to $161,000 has been raised by 2296
years.
chard, Monson, Kingsbury. Well reports and nimrods hope that the motor cars as dew, according to students, faculty and friends for
• • • •
ington. Atkinson. OrneviUe. Elllot- northern flocks will get down Into the scientists. Yet many cars will the proposed library. The total
Knox County's Registration
ville, Williamantlc and townships Maine before the season closes continue to park while the dew is alumni fund should go to $250,000
Revised figures for Knox County
5 and 6.
Oct. 24.
falling.
i it is felt. Gifts have averaged nearshow the following registration;
Franklin—A section in the
Coon hunters had their first ac
! ly $60 apiece, and pledges have
Rockland ......................
836
northern part including, Chain of tion of the year Oct. 16 and the
Having watched the seagulls for ranged from $1.00 to $10,000. 81x
Camden ......... ..............-.......... . 345
Ponds. Alder Stream, Seven Ponds, season wUl continue until Feb. 15. many years I can appreciate the areas have already reached or ex
Thomaston ________________ 165
Tim Pond, Lang. Coplin, Jim A special law allows night hunting following item which Editor Rob ceeded their quotas: Northern Cali
St George ...............
137
Pond. Kibby. Mass Gore. Stetson with dogs but no weapon larger bins published ln the last issue of fornia, Lincoln County, White
Vlnalhaven ......... ............ —.... 115
Township. Davis and Eustis Other than 22 calibre and no light the Deer Isle Messenger:
Mountain district of New Hamp
Warren .......................... .......... 100
good towns are Rangeley Dallas, stronger than a two cell flashlight
“Its well worth the few seconds shire. western New York and east
Friendship ________________
76
Strong and Temple
and a lantern. This is to prevent or your time It takes to watch a gull ern and western Pennsylvania.
Owl’s Head ................. ............... 54
Oxford—there ls good hunting an excuse for Jacking deer. Best i "land" on tlie water. Down he floats
—-O——
Cushing
................................ 28
in many parts of this county es coon hunting is found in the cen from the air and at Just the right
Our Warren correspondent Is
Matinlcus .......................................
22
pecially ln the western, north cen tral and southern agricultural sec moment ‘brakes’ with his wings and determined that Herbert K. Thomas
North Haven ................ 1----- --- 40
tral and south central regions In tions.
| settles to the surface as easily and shall be included among those who
Union -----109
cluding. Lincoln Pl„ Magalloway,
Preliminary figures of the tuna with no more commotion to the are well posted on the subject of
Hope ..............................
45
Upton, Lower Cupsuptlc, North take along the coast the past sea water than the falling of an Autumn baseball and such recognition is
Appleton ........................
54
and West Andover. Hanover. Gi son indicates that at least 500 of leaf. With a list to starboard and fully deserved I am well aware. His
lead. Stoneham, Albany, Green the blueflns were landed with the three movements of the opposite career as a player and umpire cov
Washington ....._ ................ ...... 67
Rockport .............—........... ...... 133
wood. Roxbury. Byron. Sweden, harpooners and handllners tak wing that sail is snugly furled. A ers a considerable number of years,
• • • •
Fryeburg. Hiram and Denmark,
ing 325 of these. It was by far roll to port and the other wing Ls bult spare moments generally find
The draft Appeal Board of the
j Many of these towns are well the biggest season Maine has ever neatly stowed away, and there he Herby's nose buried in the sport
Second District organized Thurs
Mary Sue Wigley
known producers and are suround- had. For the first few weeks rod rests lightly on the undulating wa columns of some newspaper or
day at Augusta with Harold Dued by other productive areas.
and reel artists had poor luck as ter. a perfect example of peace and magazine. He has settled many an
bord of Waterville as chairman and tion agent leader. Miss Lurline
Major Lester Brown, chief of the fish would not take a lure but placidity.
argument on the old bridge.
George Giddings of Augusta as sec Collier, says, “Allow me to thank the Fish and Game warden staff their sport picked up when they
retary. Committee members are you for bringing Mary Sue Wigley has a lot of faith In listed northern tried chumming. August and Sep
Dr. R. L. McKay of Augusta, George to us as a speaker at our Farm and Franklin County towns which he tember were the most productive
Joy of Waterville and Alfred C. Home Week program. I do not believes have been under hunted months it appears.
Hocking of Tenants Harbor. The hesitate ln the least to say that for the past two years due to the
Benjamin F. Norton of Phipps
board has Jurisdiction over appeals she, in my opinion, is the most im hurricane blowdown. Although the burg won the Cushman Striped
Returned Missionaries
General Who Served In
pressive
speaker
that
I
have
heard
from seven counties, including
traveling is still difficult in those Bass Trophy with a 12 pound 6
Will
Speak At Church of
Knox, and is appointed for five on any of our Summer programs." areas it has been cleared up to ounce fish taken in the Kennebec
Rockland Military Com
These are two of the many favor some extent and Brown looks for
years.
The Nazarene
River near his home town — By
pany Had Distinguished
• • • •
able remarks that have been writ a big number of white tails to be
Dick Reed of the Maine Develop
The local selective service office ten regarding the Farm Bureau killed if more nimrods take the ment Commission
Career
The Rockland Church Of The
at 492 Main street will be open speaker of this year.
Nazarene
ls privileged to be one of
daily. 9 a. m. to 5 j>. m. until fur
The
War
Department
announced
Other entertainment will consist following the meeting
Already,
ther notice.
recently Brigadier Oen. Dana T the churches visited by Rev. and
ot a coat revue modeled by women Wallace Spear, chairman of the
Merrill, at present stationed at Cin Mrs. Carl Mlschke, returned mis
who made them at coat schools membership committee, reports 400
A CHARMING GESTURE
cinnati, Ohio, would retire from ac sionaries from Africa. They served
this year. Hope Farm Bureau will members in the ofllce with several
tive service Oct. 31 General Merrill
A delicious chicken dinner was present "Tlie Family Album” and communities not as yet heard from.
Jefferson Lad Takes the reached the statutory retirement age on that field for several years and
served at the Home for Aged Wom Camden will have a musical pro
An old-fashioned boiled dinner
at present are on furlough. Dur
en this week, being a compliment to gram.
Measure of Carl Lawless of 64
1 will be served by the ladles of the
ing this month they are touring
the ladies from Miss Helen Ames,
Oen. Merrill attended University
The women who have belonged Methodist church for 40 cents.
the New England District, speak
In Fifth Round
sister of the matron. The special to the Farm Bureau 15 years will Tickets for the dinner will be on
of Maine and received his Bachelor ing nearly every night. Monday
feature of the day was intertwined receive pins and the men who have sale at the Community Building
of Science degree In 1898.
night they will be at the Mountain
In another hard fought battle in
with the feast Jn a christening of belonged 20 years will receive but- during the morning.
In May of the same year Genera! View Road, Church Of The Naza
the new electric refrigerator, and a tons.
the main event last night, which Merrill enlisted ln Company H, rene, and will give a missionary
surprise dessert of ice cream made
has been the regular custom at the J Maine Infantry. Four months later address. Their experiences will be
Mrs. Walter Butler of Boothbay.
in this wonder worker that gave j county foods project leader, will
Park Street Arena shows of late. he was commissioned a second Interesting and worthwhile. Meet
to the ladies the feast.
' award the "square meal for health"
Applications are being received Don West of Jefferson knocked out 1 lieutenant of Infantry ln the Reg ing with the Rockland church will
' prizes. Mrs. George Hausen, home for the appointment of temporary
I Carl Lawless of Thorndike, ln the ular Army. After .seven further be the Nazarene churches of Union
"The Wreck of the Steamer management leader, will make the
employes to work during the Christ I ffith round of a scheduled six- promotions Gen. Merrill was ap and North Waldoboro.
Portland" second installmen';, ls kitchen contest awards, and Mrs.
pointed brigadier general Dec. 1,
mas rush.
The register closes
Also, with the Missionaries will
featured today, page eight, in John Gardner, county clothing shortly and early application is ad round bout. Up to the time of the 1934.
be the new district superintendent.
"Steamboat Days."
! project leader, of Rockland, will visable.
knockout. Lawless was leading all
Gen. Merrill’s long and distin Rev. John Nielson. This will be
'announce prizes for the community
• • • e
the way, but became arm weary, guished military career has taken Mr. Nielson's first visit to the local
Well, the world series is over, i exhibits, of home economics. Agri
Because the number of registrants and then the courageous Don West him to many parts of the globe and church since his appointment to his
but the boys over there Are still cultural and 4-H subjects will also has been so few thus far, the Alien put over rights and lefts to the has won him decorations both at new position ln September. He
using the hit-and-run, and getting . be on display, and there will be a Registration office must limit its Jaw and Lawless stayed down for J home and abroad.
filled the vacancy caused by the
parade of 4-H County Champions
the count. The fight had everyone | When he was 23 years old Gen. resigning of Rev. Samuel Young,
as many bases as possible.
hours
to
4
to
5
p.
m.
daily,
except
I (highest ranking Seniors ln club
Saturday, and 1 to 3 p. m. Saturday. on their feet, and It more than Merrill began three years of serv under whose direction the Rock
work) on the stage. The men will
The office Is now on the second made up for the prelims during the ice in the Philippine Islands, par land Church was organized. Mr.
be interested in seeing the pasture
floor of the Federal Building. Room evening.
Goodwill Grange Fair
ticipating In numerous operations Young ls now head of the Theolo
improvement exhibits and the elec
I
The
semi-final
was
short
and
one,
and
Information
concerning
and
several battles against the In- gical Department at The Eastern
SOUTH WARREN
tric milk cooler.
Nazarene College, Wollaston, Mass.
registration problems may be ob j sweet. Young Jack of Augusta urrectionists.
| Henry Kontio, secretary and tained at the General Delivery win knocked out Joe Beauleau of Water
Rev. Nielson formerly served as dis
Wednesday, Oct. 23
During the World War, Gen. Mer trict superintendent of the Wash
treasurer of the Farm Bureau, will dow.
ville, in 50 seconds of the first
BEANO
FANCY WORK
present reports for the year and
ease
round, with a right to the jaw. In rill was Chief of Staff of the 37th ington-Philadelphia district before
GRABS AND VEGETABLES
Division and participated in the coming to the church in Lowell,
the proposed budget for 1941 will
Supper 6.00 o’clock—35c
Ten members of the Post Office the top prelim, Battling Giroux, an
Meuse-Argonne and Lys-Ypres of Mass . as the pastor. After serv
experienced
veteran.
won
the
VARIETY SHOW
DANCE be taken up.
personnel registered under the Se
The results of the membership lective Service Act last Wednesday judge's decision from Slasher Port- fensives. For his World War serv ing this church for six years he is
126’127
ice he was awarded the Distinguished now the leader of the District.
drive will be given in the afternoon They were Ralph H. Chaples, Win ,er of Rockland.
The service will begin at 7.30 p. m.
Young Terry of Rockport won on Service Medal by the United States,
field L. Chatto, John W. Davis,
Millard W. Hart, Emilio E. Hary, a technical ln the third round of the Croix de Guerre and the Order
Paul D. Merriam, Clyde G. Mosher, the first prelim, over Kid Rieny of of Leopold by Belgium, and the
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Palmer M. Pease, Richard 8. Perry, Watervllle. The Kid started off like Decoration of the Legion of Honor
If
I had my life to live aaala 1
by
France.
a whirlwind, swinging wild lefts and
and Roland O. Rackllffe.
would have made a rule to read torn*
In 1937 and 1938 Gen. Merrill poetry and listen to some muale at
rights, but was caught in a solar
was in command qf the Washington leant once a week The loss of these
Strand Theatre features next plexus by Young Terry's right, and
tastes la a loaa ot happlnaaa—
Provisional Brigade with headquar Darwin
week are: Sunday Monday and the fight ended shortly.
I In the opener, Fred Scott of Wal ters at Washington, D. C. More re
Tuesday, ‘Third Finger, Left Hand,”
OUR DOG
BEGINNING SATURDAY, OCT. 19
cently he served at Fort Benjamin
with Mervyn Douglas and Myrna doboro and Young Dennis of Water
Rough, shaggy furze
Harrison,
Ind.,
in
command
of
the
Tangled with hurra
Loy; Wednesday and Thursday. vllle fought a slow draw. Neither of
Covers hla hack
MAINE’S SWEETHEART OF THE AIR
“Flowing Gold' with Pat O’Brien, the boys seemed very anxious to do 10th Infantry Brigade.
The color la black.
Nobody
has
followed
his
career
any
damage
to
the
other.
He has eyes you can trust
John Garfield and Frances Farm
Though he's covered with dust
Recently featured over WCSH
with
more
interest
and
pride
than
It was announced that next week
er; Friday and Saturday, "Wyom
And his brain's ln a log.
He's only our dog
ing" with Wallace Beery and Ann the winner (Don West) will fight his old buddies ln Co. H, Tillson
—ByJanet Vaughn
Light Infantry in (Rockland,
Jackie Fisher of Watervllle
Rutherford
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Merrill To Retire

Back From Africa

Don West The Winner
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Rockland High’s Six Man Football Team

With Our Soldiers
How They Are Faring At
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Our Staff Corn^pondent

“Rejoice not against me, O mine
enemy: when I fall, I shall arise;
when I sit in darkness, the Lord
shall be a light unto me. '—Micah
7: 8.

Child Hoyt certainly appreciated
the hrownics that Helen sent down.
All the boys but Battery F have
been issued all the Winter clothing.
It seems we are the ones they call
on for a detail and the ones they
, forget when it is time to pay us.
, Thp
dahUas
aU
frozen.
On the civilian end we have pre
pared for 100 visitors for E and F
on Sunday.

„ . „ ,,, ,
_ , ,,
grade and three 8th grades, by
Fort McKinley. Oct. 14
ous. with Mrs. Grafton. Mrs. Carl
Richard Lawry suffered an atSnow, president of the Knox
tack
of cliills Monday. We put on
Memorial Association, conducted
three extra blankets and three
the pupils through the home, giv
overcoats to keep him warm, moved
ing many interesting accounts of
him beside the radiator and he
No Shelter For The Heart, a novel
the contents of the house, and of
Fort McKinley, Oct. 16 .
slept that way all night. We took
by Dana Lyon. Publishers, M. S.
the Knox family. The remain
Hoyt Ernery has been made a Pri
turns in caring for him.
Mills Company, Inc., New York.
ing classes in Junior High will
Franklin Spinney and Francis vate Fast Class, Specialist Fourth
As the title intimates, there ihave the same privilege of taking
Small
are members of the O.P.F. Class; and Charles Reynolds has
much of sorrow and suffering in
the trip later in the school year.
Club. Francis and Franklin are been made a First Class Private,
this novel, but in spite of this fact
Mrs. Snow’s ability to impart his
Richard
going to cooking school ln Massa ! Fifth Class Specialist.
it is tender and human and fu'! up
torical facts in such an interestHavener
is
with
Battery
E.
They
chusetts
for
a
month.
with the vicissitudes of life’s c.’n
j ing manner was deeply appreciated
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Charles F. Blaisdell has enlisted
for three years and is now at Fort
Devens, Mass.
Private funeral services for
Cleveland P. Harvey will be held
at his late residence. 116 South
Main street Sunday at 3 p. m.

Oct 20 Camden—Rally Day and
Loyalty Sunday at Baptist Church.
O’. 21 Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs E F Glover
Oct 22 South Thomaaton — Ceme
tery Ass’n. meets at Primary Schoolhouse
Oct. 22 Musical tea of Rockland
Oarden Club at Unlversalist vestry.
Oct 23 Annual fair at Goodwill
Grange
Oct. 23—Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
annual meeting at Community Build
ing. Rockland.
Oct 23 Thomaston—Dlstrlct D.A R
meeting at "Montpelier.'
Oct. 23-25 — Portland—State Teach
ers' Convention.
Oct 24—-Fish and Game Ass’n sup
per at Thomaston Methodist vestry
Oct. 31- Halloween
Nov. 2 Vinalhaven Fish Hawks 11th
annual reunion ln Boston.
Nov. 5—Presidential Election.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11—National Roll-Call of Red
Cross begins.
Nov. 12 — Rockport — Garden Club
meets with Mrs. viola Spear.
Nov 19—Thomaston—Third District
Council, American Legion Auxiliary
meets at Methodist vestry.
Nov. 21 Thanksgiving Day.
Nor. 28—Thanksgiving Day ln Maine.

The Rockland High School foot
ball team is idle today and Coach
Matheson's doughty warriors will
probably enjoy a look-see upon
some college game.
The VF.W. "Home Fund” new
amounts to $98 50. The list of
contributors to date reached this
office too late for publication, but
will appear in Tuesday's issue, to
gether with Commander Albert J.
Brlckley’s thanks

Robert M. Packard, who has been
confined to the house with a broken
hip since hls discharge from Knox
Hospital, was downtown Thursday
for the first time, navigating in a
fairly successful manner with a pair
of crutches.

Much Interest is being manifested
in the office of Overseer of the
Poor, which may be filled at the
next meeting of city officials.
Among those unofficially mentioned
as candidates are Albert J. Brick
ley, Albert Wallace, Joshua N.
A representative of the Augusta Southard and Myron Young.
field office of the Social Security
Appointment of Lieut. Col. Lester
Board will be at the Deputy Col
lector's office, Post Office Building. M. Hart, for the past 20 years ad
Rockland. Oct. 23 from 12 noon to vertising manager of the Kennebec
2 p. m. He will be pleased to assist Journal, to the position of assistant
applicants who may wish to file adjutant general ot the Maine Na
claims or to assist them in other tional Ouard, is announced by Ad
matters pertaining to old-age sur jutant Oeneral James W. Hanson.
Lieut. Col. Hart will assume the new
vivors Insurance.
duties Oct. 2g.
H. V. Kaltenborn, noted news
The first Circle Supper of the
commentator, is to address the
Bath Lions Club Friday night. Nov. season of the Unlversalist Church
8 and all of the clubs is this section will be held next Wednesday at 6
of the State have been invited, to o'clock in the vestry. A change
gether with the State's four college in the committees as printed has
presidents. More than one-half of been made. Instead of Mrs. Cun
the 1200 available tickets have al ningham's committee, Mrs. L. A.
ready been sold. Local Lions may Walker's committee will serve. It
obtain tickets by calling on the comprises—Mrs. L. A. Walker,
secretary Bradford Burgess cr King chairman, Mrs. O. L. St. Clair,
Mrs. E. W. Berry, Mrs. J. Fred
Lion Robert Oregory.
Knight, Mrs. Hans Heistad, Mrs.
Nancy Howard. Carol Hall, Evelyn E. A. Campbell. Miss Ellen J.
Oray, Dorothy Peterson and Pauline Cochran, Miss Hope Oreenhalgh.
Spear, who were delegates to Camp Miss Carrie Shirreffs, Mrs W. G.
Manitou last Summer, will tell Butman. Mrs. H. E. Comins. Mrs.
about their experiences at camp Elizabeth Flanders, Mrs. F E. Cot
Sunday night at the meeting of the trell. Mrs. Almon Bird. Miss Mabel
Comrades of the Way. As this is to Pillsbury, Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy. Miss
be a supper meeting, it will begin Ida Hughes and Mrs. Elmer C.
at 6 p. m. instead of the usual hour. Davis.
Raymond Payson ls in Washing
ton, D. C., acting as chauffeur for
Mrs. Charles H. Hofer. He has
been a guest at the home of Mrs.
Emma B. Koerling in New York.

At Thursday night's meeting of
the Winslow-Holbrook Post at Le
gion hall, .Past Dept. Com. Hec
tor O. Staples gave a report cn the
National Convention held in Bos
ton and told of the resolutions that
were passed. Mayor Edward R.
Veazie gave a review of registration
day and thanked Legionnaires lor
their co-operation. An entertain
ment, consisting of Kenneth Wing
and his banjo. Arthur Crockett
with guitar and accordion, Frank
Young and Erland Beals playing
trumpets and Oerald Margeson at
the piano filled out the program.
A fish chowder supper preceded
the meeting. Oct. 31 there will be
a county membership meeting,
when Paul Julien of Waterville,
County Commander Carl Chaples
of Thomaston and Department
Vice Commander Earl Alden will be
speakers.

Five persons were injured serious
ly, numerous others bruised and
some damage Inflicted to the ship's
furnishings by a severe typhoon
which the Steamship President
Coolidge encountered late Wednes
day endoute for Yokohama. The
wind velocity was estimated at 100
miles per hour. The Coolidge was
engulfed by the storm with rapidity.
The vessel's tossing caused offi
cers to order passengers to a pub
lic room where they gathered to
avoid the possibility of being hit
by crashing glass. Some port holes
were battered in. Thursday the
ship had emerged from the storm
and was proceeding to Yokohama.
She is commanded by a former
Rockland boy, Capt. Orel A. Pierson.

A local industry which has done
much to reduce unemployment ln
this locality, furnished the topic for
the guest speaker at yesterday’3
“The Wreck of the Steamer i Rotary meeting. The speaker was
Portland" second installment, is John Pomeroy, former president of
featured today, page eight, if the Rockland Chamber of Com
merce, and his subject of course was
“Steamboat Days.”
*
the Cement Industry. Because of
Christmas cards, 50 for $1, with this paper's desire to publish his
lame printed; others 21 for $1.00; highly interesting story in full, or
ilsc Cnristmas and every day wrap- approximately so, the telling of it is
ilngs; orders sent anywhere; please deferred to the next issue. Visiting
•all me by phone; also subscriptions Rotarians were Gilbert Harmon
aken for any magazine published. William Reed and Victor Elmore of
3 E. Frost, tel. 1181-J.
124’186 Camden, Harold Boardman cf
Bangor. Madison A. Hart of Dan
ville, Ky.. Arthur W. Gibbs of
Free transportation from the Ithaca, N. Y„ E K Leighton of
government wharf in Portland to Waterville, and Frank E Poland of
Fort McKinley is offered all per Boston.
sons who wish to visit friends there
on Sundays. The boat leaves at
BORN
8.40 a. m. and 530 p. m. The ar
Sabien At Rockland. Oct. 18. to Mr
rival of visitors from home will be and Mrs Nelson A Sabien. a son—
welcome indeed to the young men Russell Allen
Staples At Knox Hospital. Oct. 9.
in training at The Fort.
122'126 to Mr and Mrs Robert Staples of
North Haven, a son—Bruce Robert
Armstrong -At Rockland. Oct 14. to
Mr and Mrs George Armstrong, a
son—William Roy.

Visit Lucien K. OTeen Sc Son for
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
MARRIED
on hand. New merchandise coming
Brewer-Osler
Augusta Oct. 16.
in every day at moderate prices. Robert C BrewerAtand
Phyllis E Osler,
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, both of Rockland.
— At Rockland Oct.
School street, Rockland.
107-tf 14.Larrabee-Barbour
Frank Larrabee. Jr.. and Miss Phyl

DANCE
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
Every Monday Night
BUD CLARK and ORCHESTRA
Dance 8.30 to 12.30
Admission 30c, including tax
llTltStf

TRAP SHOOT
GLEN COVE

SUNDAY, 9.30 to 12.00

116Th&Stf

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

lis Barbour, both of Rockport— Bj
Rev Corwin H. Olds
Lash-Fales At Newcastle. Oct 13.
Winfield Lash of Friendship and Miss
Barbara Fales of Cushing.—By Rev
Cecil Witham
McKenney-McClure — At Rockland.
Oct. 17. Charles A. McKenney and
Margaret C. McClure, both of Rock
land.—By E. R Keene. J. P
DIED

Hanson—At Cnmden. Oct. 19, Miss
Susie May Hanson, aged 67 years. Fu
neral Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock
at residence of her sister. Mrs. George
Ryder. Molyneaux road. Rev. Elder
Nutter, Waldoboro, officiating.
Wheeler—At Tenants Harbor. Oct. 17.
Nannie M.. widow of Thomas J Wheel
er. aged 69 years. 1 month. ,15 days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from A.
D Davis 6c Son funeral chapel. Thom
aston. Interment In Seaside cemetery.
Wilson At New Market. N. H.. Oct
12. Mrs. Leantha (Hupper) Wilson,
formerly of Glenmere. aged 95 years
Interment ln Ridge cemetery
Harvey At Rockland. Oct. 18. Cleve
land P. Harvey, aged 49 years. 10
months, 12 days. Private funeral Sun
day at 3 p. m at the home. Interment
In Spruce Head
Bowden -At Rockland. Oct. 18. Miss
Mary M Bowden, aged 49 years,
months. 6 days. Funeral Sunday at
2 p. m., Lake avenue.

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Ronald W Brayo who
died Oot. 21. 1938.
Just two years ago tojny since our
baby went away
Nothing but memories
we Journey
on
Longing for a smile from a loved one
gone.
None knows the depth of our regret
But we remember when others forget
*

Mother and Grandmother

Missed From Street

Six Thousand Of ’Em

“For God and Country”

Teachers of Maine Will
Hit Trail To State Con
vention In Portland

Page Three

CH U RCH ES
▼ ▼▼▼▼▼▼▼

Twenty-Seven Clubs
Willkie For President Is
the Watchword Up In
Waldo County

With the organization of the
Six thousand teachers from all
service With Rev. and Mrs. Carl 27th Willkie for President Club,
parts of Maine will travel to Port
SERMONETTE
Mischke, returned recently from Waldo -becomes the first County
land beginning next Wednesday
Africa, and with them the new dis- ] in Maine to have a Willkie ior
Rosh Hashanah
trict superintendent, Rev. John Niel President Club in every town and
night and extending tlircugh Thurs
Oct. 3, the Jewish New Year;
son. All seats are free and a dele city in the county. Waldo County
day and Friday a* that week for
5701 years of Jewish history
gation is expected from the Union also becomes the first and only
what may be the largest convention
and faith in God. Some of their
and Waldoboro Nazarene Churches. County In the United States to be
in the history of the Maine Teach
beautiful prayers recite that
Wednesday at 7.30 will be the organize! 100 percent for Williis
God had helped them “even
ers’ Convention.
prayer and praise service.
for President.
WINSLOW HOLBROOK
• • • •
from Egypt to this day." Never
The Wednesday night meeting,
The organization work has been
POST, NO. 1
does
the
Jew
forget
that
God
"Shadows Over America” will be under .he 'lnettion of Senator Roy
sponsored by the Portland Teach
delivered them from bondage.
the subject of the sermon at the L. Fernald of Winterport, Waldo
Limerock St.
Rockland
ers’ Association and the Portland
As the 5701st year of the Jew
First Baptist Church Sunday at County chairman fcr the Maine
Chamber of Commerce, is considered
i ish calendar opens how stands
10.30. The church school with its Willkie .or President clubs.
to be one of the main social events
Commander Seabury through
it with Jewish brethren?
program for young and old will meet
The Waldo County local Willkie
of the educational year An infor this column thanks hls comrades
On this very day Hitler pro
at noon. Tiie Endeavorer’s Inspira for President clubs have elected
mal reception will be held for As- for their attendance at the Legion 1 claims that Nazi hatred of the
tion Hour will open at 6 o’clock with the following presidents:
ociatlon State and local school of meetings so far this year. All offi
Jew is to be pressed into all
a challenging program. The people's
Belfast, Thomas MacDonald; Bel
ficials. Music for dancing will be cers and over 30 comrades vere
parts of occupied France. The
evening service will open at 7.15 mont, C. E. Heal; Brooks, Albert
provided. The Portland committee present at the last regular meeting
Jews have encountered the
with the prelude and big sing, as J. Lowe; Burnham, A. Myles
is planning to make the entertain Oct. 13. Interesting talks and dis
hatred .of many peoples and
sisted by the instruments and tiie Flower; Frankfort, Robert W.
ment this year more interesting than cussions were carried on. Com
nations in their long history;
choir. There will be a ten minute Treat;
A retired letter carrier, J. A. ever before.
Freedom,
Wiliam
A.
rade Olds was back from a sick
but never such a hatred as this.
special on the theme, "The Bib'e Thompson; Islesboro, John I. Fitz
I Allie) Burpee, obliged to forego his
There will b? three general ses leave and glad were we to see him
Read these excerpts from Rabbi
daily walks because of injuries re
and Future Leagues of Nations.” Mr. gerald; Jackson, Fred E. Stevens;
Mendell Lewittes, Rosh Hash
ceived when struck by auto. In his sions, 22 department and 14 educa on the road to good health. His
MacDonald’s sermon subject will be Knox. Harvey Shibles; Lincolnville,
tional
clinic
meetings
as
well
as
spe

talk was a pleasure. We will miss
17th year.
anah message: "Though the
"The Concluding Question "
David A. Nichols; Liberty, Ray
cial meetings bf affiliated organiza him and wish him the best of luck
• • • •
past year has been one of in
mond Banks; Monroe, Earl NealElks meeting next Tuesday night tions such as the Maine School Li in his Army service.
“Doctrine of Atonement" is the ley; Montville, Ernest A. Davis;
tense suffering fox our people in
brarian;
and
the
Maine
branch
of
Cjmrace
Moran's
ability
is
an
with supper at 6.30.
Europe, though the hand of the
subject of the Lesson-Sermon tliat Morrill, Roy Sheldon; Northport,
the American Vocational Associ asset to any organization. His t-'ks
oppressor is still l»rd upon us,
will be read in all Churches of Herman W. Whitmore; Palermo.
are a’ways Interesting and edu
Knox County Fish & Game As ation.
we rededicate ourselves to the
Christ, Scientist, throughout the Manley L. Nelson; Prospect, Ray
The executive committee of the cational. We sure enjoyed hls talk
sociation will meet for a supper
principle of human liberties in
world on Oct. 20. The Golden Text mond Mills; Searsmont. Everett S.
meeting at 6.30, Oct. 24 in the vestry M.T_A. has been successful in secur at this meetting.
answering faith. We pray not
is: “Walk in love, as Christ also Hook; Searsport, Franklyn Foster;
Comrade Chisholm came back
of
the
Thomaston
Methodist ing exceptionally able speakers for
alone for our coreligionists but
hath loved us. and hath given him Stockton Springs, Clarence H.
Church. Moving pictures and spe the general sessions this year. Out from Augusta with the inside dope
self for us an offering and a sac Murphy; Swanville. Rev. Eugene E.
for the welfare of mankind. We
cial discussions will be in order. A standing on the program will be, on the draft setup.
seek peace not only for our
rifice to God for a sweet smelling Wood; Thorndike, O. J. Farwell;
Comrade Chaples, (the little guy
very special attraction will be a Bertita Harding, Capt. A A Nichol
selves but for all nations.
saviour" (Ephesians 5:2). The cita Troy. Fred J. Bagley; Unity, Eric
personal appearance by
Perry son, Dr. Edgar G. Doudna and H. R. with the big smile) came over from
tions from the Bible include the Vickery; Waldo, Dr. Stacy J.
“For thousands of years long
Thomaston and Informed us that
Oreene, champion wielder of the Knickerbocker.
er than any other nation on
following passages: "Then came the Noyes; Winterport, David B. Tol
Bertita Harding, author of 'Phan we would have the pieasure of en
woodsman's axe and noted show
Jews round about him, and said man, Jr.
the face of the earth, we Jews
man. Mr. Greene is keenly inter tom Crown” on which the movie tertaining the Knox County Coun
unto him, How long dost thou make
have celebrated New Year. We
The Waldo County Willkie for
Juarez
”
was
based,,
and
other
his

cil of the Legion Thursday Oct.
ested in all matters of field and
us to doubt? If thou be the Christ, President has for its Chairman,
have persisted despite persecu
stream and has a very important torical biographies and novels, will 31.
tell
us
plainly.
Jesus
answered
them,
tion and attack. We have sur
Senator Roy L. Fernald of WinterComrade Alden read a letter
message for the association. He is lecture on “The Power Behind the
I told you, and ye believed not; the port.
vived those tormentors who have
Pen
”
at
the
general
session
Thurs

from our Department Commander
warmly remembered by those who
works that I do in my Father's
attempted to exterminate us.
saw him in spectacular action at day morning of the convention and In regard to the Legion Disaster
name, they bear witness of me. I
Our faith in the God of justice,
Rockport Regatta and at Union on “Mexico, the ILady Next Door" Relief setup, which is nation-wide.
and my Father are one" (John 10:
our attachment to the principles
at the Primary and Kindergarten He said: “The Disaster Relief and
Fair
24-26, 30).
of our religion, has given us
Department meeting that afternoon. Auxiliary Police setup you have
• • • •
strength to endure."
Comique Theatre Will
At the Unlversalist Church at
The Baptist Men's League got Her lectures will reflect her own in Rockland are capable and ready
Rabbi Lewittes speaks for all
10.45 a. m„ Dr. Lowe will supple
away to a good start Thursday colorful life as a member of the for any emergency. Not alone
Present Great Feature At
God and religion gives strength
ment his thought of last Sunday
night, with an attendance so large Hungarian nobility as the daughter that of home defense.”
to endure. Should America be
Popular Prices
Are you a beano fan? The Le
that it ’.vas necessary to set an extra of a Mexican industrialist, as the
put again to the test let it be when his subject was “Finding
gion
wife
of
an
American
advertising
and
Auxiliary
are
running
Ourselves" by preaching on the
table. There were an unusually
remembered that in God the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's human
theme “Exploring Ourselves." Miss interest story of life in the oil
large number of visitors. John W. man, and as an authoress of excep this favorite game for you every
United States puts her trust.
Lotte McLaughlin, soprano soloist, fields has proven a bonanza at the
Trott's name was added to the mem tional talents. Born in Europe of Tuesday evening at tht Legion hall.
“Thy will be done ".
will sing two solos. Children three box office. This great drama of
bership rolls, following his “Initia Rhenish and Hungarian ancestry, Lots of useful prizes are waiting
—William A. Holman
to five years of age will be carfd the days when Burkbennett was
tion." Rev. Corwin H. Olds, pastor she was brought to Mexico as a child for you. Come up and win the
for in the kindergarten department an oil camp brings together Gable
of the Congregational Church, glad of three and reared in the shadow one with your name on it. Here's
At the Methodist Church tomor in the vestry during the service of
to be enrolled as among those pres of Chapultepec Castle, the imperii! hoping we see you next Tuesday.
and Tracy, strong men pursuing
The entertainment committee row, Dr. Wilson will preach at 10.30 worship. The church school meets fortune, who meet, quarrel, and
ent, expressed the hope that there home of the unfortunate Maximilian
on
"The
Right
Use
of
Sorrow"
and
at noon in the vestry under the di
will be a continuance of the brother and Carlota. In 1999 she was taken held a meeting at Comrade Borat 7 p. m. on “Blind Prophets.” rection of Mrs. Winola Cooper. join forces. This association that
liness which exists between the two back to Vienna with her mother, gerson's filling station Monday
Men's Bible class meets at 9 30; Young Peoples Christian Union is to endure with the growth of
churches across the street from her governess, and a mysterious night with every member present.
church
school and Baraca Class at meeting ln the church parlor at the oil Industry, combines all the
each other. The illustrated lecture black trunk. In that trunk were the Comrade Havener was a little late
emotions with which the forgotten
noon
and
Epworth League at 6.30. 7 p. m.
by Prof. Marion J. Bradshaw in Jewels and insignia of the dead and after gassing up plans were
men are dally broguht ln contact.
• • • •
Tuesday prayer service is at 7 p. m.
eluded some exceptionally nice col Maximilian. Those beautiful me made for monthly entertainments
Miss Colbert, of “It Happened
•
•
•
•
At the Congregational Church the One Night" fame, comes to meet
ored views of China and Japan, and mentoes of a brief and tragic royal and suppers through the coming
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal), unified service of public worship
the subsequent open forum kept the rule ln the New World were deliv Winter.
Tracy and marries Gable instead.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the ser and church school is at 10.30 and
Professor busy answering the in ered to the Emperor Franz Josef by
It is from this start that the
vices
for
tomorrow
will
be
appropri

will
be
held
ln
the
vestry
due
to
quisitive Men's Leaguers. So long Ml's. Harding's mother with her
story moves forward through two
ate for the 22nd Sunday after Trin repairs being made in the auditori decades, terminating when all have
as Japan has China on its hands. small daughter as a fascinated wit
ity; Church School at 930 and Holy um. The theme of the sermon by
Prof. Bradshaw doesn't apprehend ness.
made an lost millions, and ar
Eucharist at 10.30. Rev. Herbert Rev Corwin H. Olds will be, “How
Dr. Edgar G. Doudna, Secretary
that the Nipponese will be causing
rives finally at a realization of
Pulsifer is in charge of the parish Narrow Is The Christian Way?" their importance to each other.
and Director of the Wisconsin State
Uncle Sam much trouble.
during the absence of the rector.
The Comrades ot the Way will
Board of Regents of Normal Schools
Beautiful Hedy Lamarr and
• • . •
•
meet at 6 p. m„ for a supper devo
Attracting a great deal of water proved to be one of the most Inter
comedian Frank Morgan round
tional
meeting.
After
the
supper
The Sunday services at the Moun.
front attention while she was be esting and stirring speakers at the
out a perfectly balanced cast. This
tain View road. Church of the Na- the delegates to Camp Manitou combination of stars puts “Boom
ing towed Into Rockland harbor St. Louis meeting of the American
will
tell
about
their
experiences
at
zerene,
will
begin
at
10
a.
m.
with
late yesterday afternoon the un Association of School Administra
Town” first on your “must see” list.
the Bible school. This is the first camp.
finished yacht Aletes was docked tors last February. Dr. Doudna has
....
i Sunday which the bus will be used to
at the Snow shipyard where an an unusual ability to secure a hearty
Bingo. Spear Hall, Monday eve
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap
carry the children to the Bible
inspection is being made as to the laugh from his audience at one mo
ning. Attendance prize. $2 mdse,
tist
Church,
Rev.
C.
A.
Marstaller
school. Morning worship ls at 11.
necessary requirements for com ment and the next moment strike
coupon, $2 Seven up game, door
Good Will Grange of South There will be special music, and will use as his topic at 10.30, “Keep
pleting the craft and putting her home with a strong illuminating
ing Tuned In." Special music will prize, free chicken dinner. 126-lt
Warren
will
hold
its
annual
fair
Rev.
Earl
Lee
will
bring
a
message
in commission. The Aletes was point. He will speak Thursday night
Include a solo by Walter Griffin
laid down at the Bath Iron Works on the subject “Storm Over Educa Wednesday afternoon and evening. from the subject "A Man’s Hand." Sunday School with classes for all
D.U.V. rummage sale Monday at
Six
members
of
this
Grange
at

At
3
p.
m.
the
young
people
will
be
eight years ago, and it is under tion."
ages follows at U.45; Young Peo 9 a. m. Grand Army hall.—adv.
tended
Limerock
Pomona
last
Sat

in
charge
of
the
service
at
the
In

Capt. A. A. Nichoson. manager of
stood that three-quarters of a mil
126-lt
graham Hill chapel. The N.Y.P.S. ple’s meeting at 6 o'clock, with
lion dollars was expended on her the personal department of the urday in Glen• Cove.
Roger Conant as leader. "An Un
• • •
will
be
in
charge
of
“
The
King's
construction before the prospect of Texas Company, is well known for
failing Guide," will be the topic
A neighborhood meeting of
delivery faded with the failure of hls fine talks to large audiences. On Granges will be held Oct. 24 at | Daughters,” a class of junior girls. for the evening service at 7.15,
PLEASANT STREET
"Others" will be the topic under
the prospective owner. The yacht is the night of Oct. 24, he will answer Equity Grange. Belfast.
special music by the choir. Mid
discussion.
The
evening
service
will
for
the
teachers
the
question
“
What
powered by two Cooper-Bessemer
HOME BAKERY
• • • •
week prayer and praise service
diesels, but the engines have never Does Industry Expect From Youth?"
The card party at Grand View begin at 7.30. A trio composed of Tuesday evening at 7.30. The Ladies
SPECIAL THIS WEEK
A Pultizer prize winner and holder Grange of Northport held Monday Mrs. Munro, Miss Olive Bragg, and Aid meets Wednesday evening at
been turned over, and when Aletes
DOUGHNUTS, 15c DOZ.
made her debut in Rockland har of other famed newspaper awards for the benefit of the Home and Mrs. Lee will sing. The pastor will the home of Mrs. Harry Chase on
Ufi'lt
bor It was not the twin screw en as one of the world’s great journal Community Welfare, of which preach on the subject "An Impera Brewster street.
gines which .propelled her but ists, H. R Knickerbocker’s lecture Thelma Wood was chairman, was tive Experience.” Monday night
those well known Maine tugs the Is appropriately entitled “At the a financial success with 12 tables there will be a special missionary
Sommers N. Smith and Seguin. If Ringside cf History." Mr. Knicker of “63”. Refreshments were served,
the work of completion is done by bocker has been in England until Mrs. Wood being assisted by Mrs.
Still time to win $10,000 first '
Snow Shipyards, Inc., as seems the early part of this month. He Mary Ames.
prize In the r.ew Record-American j
• • • •
Game of Check Contest. Total !
most probable, it will mean a long has been a careful eye witness Jf
BRING YOUR FAMILY TO
Penobscot View Grange of Glen cash prizes of $15,000. All ques- j
and important task—and it will the effects of the German bombard
Cove
met
Thursday
night
with
mean that It will be well done.
ment of London and of the Engli-h
tion-cartoons to date published ln
preparations to repel invaders. good attendance. At the next meet the Oct. 20 Boston Sunday Adver
ing Cllfford Smith of Glen Cove tiser. •
For a
126*it
This lecture will be subject to “news
will show pictures on "Travels In
ORFF’S CORNER
breaks" from Europe and will be
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Burke of largely th® views and interpreta India." The public ls invited.
Brunswick are visiting at the home tions of a competent reporter.
TURKEY SHOOT
of Albee Sidelinger.
Knickerbocker's appearance on the
ALL DAY SUNDAY, OCT. 20
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Hoch and night of the 25th should prove to be
“AND AFTER LAST
Starting at 9 o'clock
Floyd Hoch were ln Augusta Mon an outstanding event in the lecture
WINSTON’S FARM
NIGHT
”
day.
SOUTH HOPE, ME. ON ROUTE 17
field in Maine this year.
Percy R. Ludwig. Mrs. Marjorie
Is Time to Winterize Your Car!
Hunting Rifles and Shot Guns
The department and clinic meet
Ralph and Roy Ralph were guests ings this year have been planned
125-126
I^t us fill your radiator with
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Byron mainly as "workshop meetings" ATLAS PERMA-GUARD anti
Ludwig in Richmond.
dealing with practical topics and freeze—prevents rust, clog, or
Mr. and Mrs. Myron L. Hutchins with opportunity for teachers to ask evaporate.
and sons Vernon and Harold were questions and to participate in dis
TRI-AU antifreeze—prevents
recent Rockland visitors.
rust; will not clog
cussions. Several prominent educa
Mrs. Henry Meyer and sons tors will participate in these meet
Insure
Easy Starting in Winter
Floyd and Leonard of Dorchester ings. Among the prominent speak
EVERY SATURDAY NITE
by using ESSO GASOLINE
and Mrs. Elmer Smith of Lynn
the tops of regular gasolines and
ers from outside our State are Dr
At
field, Mass . were in town to attend
John J. Mahoney of Boston Uni the great Esso Extra, the best at
funeral services for Lorenzo A.
GLEN COVE
any price
versity. Prof. John T. Rule of Mass
Achorn.
achusetts Institute of Technology.
Music By
Chapman’s Esso Station
Prof. Margaret Wylie of Cornell
WALTER BUTLER SQUARE
Mrs. Vellis C. Weaver and daugh
HAL'S RHYTHMAIRES
University. F E. Heald of the Mass
D.U.V. Beano at Grand Army hall
achusetts Department of Education
The Coast Artillery boys at Fort McKinley are ex
Chapman’s Esso Station
Monday at 2.15. Turkey and chick
Admission 35c and !5c, plus tax
Supt. Fritz R. Wegner of Roslyn MAIN ST., COR. COTTAGE ST.
tremely anxious to have their local friends visit
en dinners and free specials.—
llTStf
Heights, New York; Prof. Frederick
adv.
126-lt
them Sundays. These boys are lonely and would
G. Nichols of Harvard University
Miss Dorothy H. George of the Ves
deeply appreciate callers.
per George School of Art in Boston
Dr. M. Luise Diez of the Massachu
FREE TRANSPORTATION
THE HIGHEST FORM
setts Department of Public Health.
OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
Free
Transportation
is furnished by the Gov
Deputy Supt. Charles F. Town of
is exemplified in the memorials
Providence, R. I., and David Kusliernment.
carved here from rugged granite
ious of Portsmouth, N. H.
and beautifully-marked marble.
Regardless of which type of
SUNDAY FREE TRANSPORTATION
ter, Frances, accompanied by Mrs.
stone you prefer, you can ba
Government
boat leaves Government Wharf,
sure
that
it
will
be
flawless
in
Irene Sprague of Winslows Mills
every detail and sculptured to
and Mrs. Marion Froelich of New
Portland, at
Ambulance Service
perfection. All monuments are
Yoik spent a day recently in Bath.
8.40 A. M. and 5.30 P. M.
correctly designed in the mod
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Douglass
• ••
ern
mode.
arriving
at
Fort
McKinley at 9.30 A. M. and 6 P. M.
of Lowell. Mass., have been recent
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vellis
C.
RUSSELL
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
CIVILIAN BOATS
Weaver.
INC.
FUNERAL HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Miner of
Civilian
boats
leave Custom House Wharf at
CEMETERY
MEMORIALS
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
Warren and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
EAST UNION * THOMASTON
10.00 A. M., 2.00 P. M. and 5.00 P. M.
ROCKLAND, ME.
lllStf
98-tf Thompson of Thomaston were
122*126
visitors Friday at Harry Creamer's.

Boom Town In Camden

The Grange Corner

MR. AND MRS. PUBLIC

THE THORNDIKE HOTEL

SPECIAL CHICKEN DINNER
SUNDAY
$1.00

DANCING

VISIT OUR BOYS
ON SUNDAY AT

fort McKinley

WALDOBORO
ss a fttt
ICRS LOCBSB MTUUa
OorrespondenO
ftftftft
Tel 71

Every-Other-Day
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Now Is The Time
To Call Upon Farm
Security Administration
For Operating Credit

WARREN
U STARRBTT
OotrwpozMtanl
ftftftft

ALENA

CLYDE
Recordings In Review PORT
Rev.-John T. Holman

These Records May Be
Heard At Maine Music
Co., Rockland

is holding

Waldo County Court
j

meetings in South Elliott.
Miss Gee who has been spending
a vacation with Mrs. Ada Brennan. ]
has returned home accompanied by
Mis. Brennan who is visiting rela
tives in Massachusetts.
Tlie Advent Christian Church
will have this ordet* of service Sun
day: At 10.30. worship; 11.45, Sun
day School 6. Lcyal Workers; 7. eve
ning service. Midweek prayer serv
ice will ba held Wednesday at 7.
At the morning worship the pastor
will speak on the subject. “God's
Day' and in the evening he will give
a message on "God's Cure.' Fourteen were present from Port Clyde
Friday at the Baptist Church in
South Cushing, where the pastor
holds a meeting each week Their
presence added much to the service
Friday meetings are now held at
7 instead of 7 30 as formerly.

______ *

,

..

r:-i-._

Justice FlSlier Granted

22 Divorces At the Term
Just Closed

Twenty-two divorces were grant
Columbia Masterworks presents
Like doing one's Christmas shopTbI •
ed
by Justice William H. Fisher j
its
first
two
albums
and
these
of
ping early, there is good reason
Tuesday as the October term of
Mrs. Amos Achorn was guest why farm families expecting to
Dorcas Circle will meet Monday great importance.
Opening is
the Waldo County Superior Court
Wednesday of Mrs. Wallace Achorn call upon the Farm Security Ad- afternoon at the home of Mrs. Beethoven's Sonata No. 28 in A ma
at Feyler's Corner.
ministration for operating credit Fred Campbell.
adjourned
finally. They were:
jor (Opus 101). This is recorded
Mrs. Franklin Pitcher of South should do so at this time of the
Sunday was observed as double as a piano solo by Walter Oleseking
Myrtle I. Way, Camden, from
Waldoboro visited Wednesday with year.
This was explained by rally day in the Baptist Church and sbows an excellent interpretaWilliam Way. Belfast, cruel and
Mrs. H. E. Wentworth.
Ra1 Ph T. Viola. Farm Security and Church School.
Seventy- tjon
tbf great composer's work,
abusive treatment. Lawrence B.
King Solomon's Lodge FA-M. Administration Supervisor.
He eight attended the church school.
recording is done on four 12"
Kimball. Searsport, from Elizabeth
held its installation Friday. D D. »d'1ses farmers to “think ahead" which will be regraded for more records which give the four moveKimball. Sea Cliff. N. Y.. ^desertion
O M Louis A. Walker of Rock- about their credit needs, instead of efficient service.
ments of the piece. To the lover of
Hester
M. Roberts from Robert H
land installed these officers: Wor* waiting until they get down to
Lcwin Gammon attended the classical music, this is another CoRoberts. Searsmont, non-support.
ahipful master, Flovd Benner; th®lr last bushel of feed,
Grand Encampment. I.OOF. tn lumbla triumph
Ethel I. Alhrlght. liberty, from
senior warden. Earle Spear; juViola pointed out that a farmer Bangor Tuesday.
I
second album is that of the
Cecil E. Albright. Belmont, cruel
nlor warden. Oral Ludwig; senior applying now for an advance which
Officers elected Thursday at the Muslc Qf vlct<jr Herbert and )s
and abusive treatment. Chester L.
deacon. Ralph P. Stahl; Junior he will not need for several months Baptist Ladles Circle were: Presi- done on {our lr records. which
Bryant, from Edna L. Bryant, of
deacon, F. E. Boggs; secretary, may have it withheld for future dent. Mrs. Helen Borneman; vice
such favorites as; Ah!
Belfast, statutory. Edith M. Hatha
Fred S Simmons; treasurer. Capt. delivery on a specified date. Thus. president. Mrs. Lena Simmons; gweet Mystery of Life; Sweetheart's
way. Belfast, from Raymond E.
Ralph Pollard. Music was by an the loan does not begin to bear secretary-treasurer. Mrs. Reta Co
Waltz; Thine Alone: Indian Sum UNION
Hathaway. Caribou, statutory.
orchestra composed of Mrs. Ar- Interest until lt is actually used,
bum. The president will announce mer; Kiss Me Again: Sunset; For
At morning worship Sunday. Song
Marion E. Drinkwater. Lincoln
letta Flagg. Harold ‘’prague, Earl
“The advantage of applying ln her committees following their I'm Falling In Love With Someone; Evangelist, Frank Smith of South
ville. from Edna V. Drinkwater.
Day and Stafford Soule. Mrs. B. the Fall ls that this is the in-be appointment.
Love Song This fine album J Portland, led the song service and
Q. Miller satt" a solo. Refresh tween season when farmers can Ftiry Greene, champion wood Gypsy
is an excelent tribute to one of j sang "The Touch of His Hand on Skowhegan, cruel ar.d abusive
treatment. Oeorge W. Hamilton
size up their past years business chopper of the world, who has lo
ments were se;
America s greatest composers and Mine." Mr Darlln. also of South
S nley Vann..n who Is on vaca and plan for the new year," Viola cated in this town with the Perry one who will neve- die in the Portland sang "My Heavenly Home, from Hazel D. Hamilton of Bel
tion from his duties as clerk in stated. “The supervisor, too. has Greene Kennels of Chinook dogs. . hearts of American music-lovers Sweet Home." Rev. James Alexan- fast. cruel and abusive treatment.
Gay’s store is, in company with Mrs. more time in the Fall to help the gave an interestingtalk Thursday
work was expertly done bv der preached, taking his text from Oeorgie D. Butler, Belfast, from
Clifford R. Butler. Union. N. H„
Vannah. vi«it.ng ln Holland, Mich. farmer do the long-range planning night at the meeting of the Con- ^ridre Kostelanetz and his orches- Malachi 3:6.
Mr. and Mis Kenneth Benner which is fundamental to our pro- gregational Brotherhood, his talk tj,# and sbows infinite preparation1 The Bible School hour was spent desertion. Clayton C. Ames. Unity,
f YoL.lnsvUle, Mass., have been 87am, and often of mare benefit dealing with his experiences as
pieces used Most of the in the study of the lesson on "The from June A. Ames, East Haven,
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. than the loan itself. All FS.A exhibitionist at Sportsmen's Shows numbers are those which immortal- j Boyhood of Jesus." At the close Conn., cruel and abusive treatment.
Ha old Flanders.
Iloans are drawn up on the basis and as registered Maine guide dur ized Herbert to all America Since of the study Frank Smith sang a Edith Y Smith from Kenneth F.
Supt. and Mrs A. D. Gray, Mrs 1 of Iarm and home management ing which he has guided such per his death in 1924. the “Oreat Vic-1 solo. Tlie closing hymn "In the Smith of Northport, cruel and
The choicest line of millinery shown for many
Arthur Fitzgerald and Mrs. Clar Plans, and sometimes the working sonages as Osa Johnson. Sixty- tor Herbert" has been honored lv» New Jerusalem' was led by Frank abusive treatment. Ida E. Knight.
ence Benner attended the annual out of these plans requires con- one attended the supper and meet many ways but this is a fitting Smith. Mr. Darlln and Rev James Lincolnville. from Frank A. Knight.
Lawrence. Mass., cruel and abusive
Maire Congress of Parents and siderable time. Every Spring, we ing.
Officers re-elected were: tribute to his memory.
(Alexander.
seasons, and are very wearable. Materials are
treatment.
Hattie L. Doliber,
Teachers Fricny in Waterville.
| are forced to turn away applicants President, Willis R. Vinal; vice
Rossinis William Tell Overture The N.YFS: topic was presentfrom norman
Norman obuow
Doliber..
Mr. and Mrs Stanley I. Bailev wll° apply too late to permit such president. Herbert K. Thomas; has tust been recorded for Deeca ed-bv Myrtle Hemenway. Choruses Searsport, irom
of Philadelphia were guests last Plans to be drawn up. Many other secretary.treasurer.
French Antelope, Fur and Fur Trimmed, Velvets
William
H
wee-end if their mother Mrs. fanners. whUe approaching us ln Robinson; entertainment commit
MauavC.Giy and Mrs I P. Bailev ! ll"1* t0 receive the loans, find tee. Rev L. Clark French. Her
Mrs Maude Clark Oay and Miss themselves caught up ln the Spring bert DeVeber. Herbert Thomas. Dr.
Mass , non-support.
Edith Lever, tier returned Thurs- rush in our office Just when they Judson Lord, and Frank D. Rowe any lover of good music can visualThe Missionary Society met TuesAldemar O. Hatch from James
day front Jonesport where they at- are moet pressed for time.”
At the business meeting, lt was
the
song
from
day
at
the
home
of
Mary
Ware.
Hatch, of Isle^xiro. cruel and
tended the golden .ubilee anmw ' Farm Security Administration voted to give a sum of money to ize the steps of
Prayer
meeting
was
Thursday
fol
recordings.
sary of the Jonesport Literary Club loans are made to farm operators. the church and to cover the tables, Kolar's
Thf #bovc thrw aIbums are t0 lowed by the business meeting of abusive treatment. Isabelle Edith
Young from N. Chester Young of
Medomnk Chapi.r, Royal Arch whether owners or tenants, who in the dining room with oil doth ,
Qn the „must
llst o{ all the Sunday School Cabinet
May B
Masvns elected and inspected these ': re unable to obtain credit on reaMystic Rebekah Lodge has voted
J
.
ciassicai mUsic
Worship Sunday will be at 10 Freedom, non-support.
Braley from Merle N. Eraley. both
offleers Monday night: High priest, enable terms from other sources. to hold a private installation of
o'clock;
Bible
School.
11.15;
N.
Y.
POUND
• They are also enjoyable, especially
Capt. Ralph Pollard; King. ..ar- The loans :an be made for feed, officers Oct. 28
' the last two. even to these who do P 8. at 6 o clock: and evening serv- of Belfast, cruel and abusive treat
ment.
Ida
M.
Webber
from
Nor

low Genthner; scribe, Fred Sim- aeed fertilizer, livestock, equlpO Scott Coburn ls in 111 health. I not enjoy or appreciate fine music. lc®
BOY Scout kerchief found by Mal*•
____________ _
man R. Webber, of Belfast, cruel
roons; secretary, Ralph P. 8tahl: ment and similar operating goods
colnr
ilnr Libby
Llbbv Call at The Courler-Oa-OaMrs. Shirley Bowley attended
tette offlce
ljcias
and abusive treatment.
Arline
treasurer, Floyd O. Berber; Royal for periods of from one to five the Rebekah Assembly In Bangor
For
Information
on
Maine
Cen

doboro. Thomaston and Rockport.
BROWN pocketbook loat contalntnc
Marie Gatchell. Belfast, from WilArch Captain. Rev. Robert L. years, with Interest at five percent. this week as delegate from Mystic
large sum of money ln vicinity of
Mr. Connon has started an air tral Bus Lines, call Warren. 9068-2 .
or 68-3_ adv
124-126 llam Chester GatchelL Bath, non
Sheaff, captain of the hosts. Viola certifies all requests of farm- Rebekah Lodge. Her companion '
MAID wanted
Portland. <tmall Matinicus Lobster Oo. Reward TEL
plane club, which has been Joined
support. Florence J. Collins from modern apt . Winter tn town MRS 3-4 Tenant* Harbor or Herbert StlmpThemus L. Richards; master of ers *n Hancock, Knox and Waldo for the session was Mrs. Hazel
________ 123-128
HAWLEY. 780 High St, Bath, Tel. son. Port Clyde
by many of the students. Several
Meldon G. Collins, of Freedom, 725
the third veU. Oarland Day; master counties.
His offlce address is Bowers.
126*lt
YOUNG cat. black ahag. little while
nights after school have been SOUTH WARREN
cruel and abusive treatment. Mar
oi the second veil. Oral Ludwig; Hoorn 25. First National Bank
EXPERIENCED girl wanted for gen at throat, found for owner or anyone
Circle of Ivy Chapter. OES. met spent working on these model*
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Leavitt and garet L. Grady from Chester C. eral housework To go to Boston Call who win give It good home TEL 790
master of the flrst veil, W. H. Building. Belfast. Maine
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. ,
____
128-128
1285 or inquire at 6 TALBOT AVE
Brooks, Jr., P.DDGM Ralph P. : Th® F-S-A Supervisor also called Oeorge Newbert.
124-126
I
and has as finance com guests Sunday of relatives in Norive treatment. Ella McCleary Ful
Stahl was the installing officer.
attention to -he Farm Debt AdFINANCIAL-tdJustment company has
Mrs. Sadie Barrows has returned mlttee. Charlotte Moore. Jeannette
I way.
lerton. Stockton Springs, from Immediate opening for man In this
Regl„trations totaled 233. Town Justment service.
This service, home from Medford. Mass.
Overlook and Madeline Haskell.
I Mrs. Lula Libby has returned Russell W Fullerton, Monticello, territory Muet have ear and'be free
clerk, W H. Brooks. Jr., had charge whlch is confidential and free of
to cover smaller towns
S50 wetklv
WOOD and klndllni for
Tai.
Percy Bowley attended the
Frank A Winslow, associate edi- ’ from Auburn where she spent a f"W j cruel and abusive treatment.
guaranteed to man qualifying Write 452-J HOWARD PROCTOR
125*127
of registration being assisted by charge, brings farmers and tneir Orand Lodge. I.OOF. in Bangor,
giving full particulars. BOX 1148.
tor of The Courier-Gazette was days at the home of her brother
the Selectmen Fred L. Burn, Alton creditors together in an attempt Wednesday
, C'eveland Ohio________________ 125‘127 two cord lots 87. fitted 85 a cord. iftb.
Dry
speaker Friday at Assembly, his Fred Folsom.
Winchenbach and Herbert Mank. 10 flnd a mutually acceptable s"luPOSITION wanted doing housework. stove wood 810 s cord: cord wood 87 50
Mrs Inez Libby was guest Tues subject. "Six Million Wild Horses."
NORTH
WALDOBORO
Mr and Mrs J. W Linekin of
1
caring
for
children
or
waitress
38
delivered
uromotly
ROBERT
BSANVY
Capt. Ralph Pollard served as tion ,,J ‘heir difficulties. The serv. day of Mrs Nida Copeland and
George Flanders is passing a WATER ST____________________ 125*127 Liberty, Tel Washington 12-23 126*128
An NY.A. project, which will Worcester, Mass., called last Satchief registrar and he was assisted ice is available to any fanner, or Mrs. Flora Kalloch in Thomaston.
few days with Mr. and Mrs. ZolAN apprentice wanted at Katherine's • STOVE and other household fur
be of great aid when moving pic- ur v or friends here,
by a corps of volunteer workers.
^is creditor, on request,
Beiuv Shop. 866 Main 6t
TEL 1120 nishings for sale at 60 WILLOW ST
Mr and Mrs Leroy Norwood tures are to be shown, is the paper
Mrs. James Packard has returned vina Mank in Athens.
124*126
126*128
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Mank have
Vlola also pointed out that under and family, and Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
M ss Ednah Howard who has
shutters
in
a
wooden
framwhich
from
Boston
where
she
has
beer,
a
GIRL
wanted
for
hooeework
2 ln
COAL dr wood living room stove
returned from visiting ten States. lts Community Service program. Norwood were supper guests Monwill be placed in the windows to buspital patient. She is improving ( employment ln Boston spent Sat famll'- MRS EATON. 455 Old County for -ale. Glenwood base heater No 6.
During that time they viewed some th® Farm Security Administration day of Dr. and Mrs. Dana Newman darken the main room
TEL 645-J
128*127 good condition; excellent buy for >25,
(in health, and in company with her urday and Sunday at the Cleve RdHIGHEST^h
price, paid for used '•’J’
' ° B
of the leading herds of registered makes ’oans to neighboring farm- in Rockland
Many are the extra curricular sigter Mrs. Lucretia McNeal will land Walter residence.
,r*.
ITONA
LUDWIG
Tel
Damans“ cedai fit.. City._____________126*ljM
car*
Herefords and have selected a sire ers *'): their Joint purchase of farm
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner. activities this year with several be leaving Oct. 25 for her home in
Mr. and Mrs. James Storer and cotta 135 or 243. Newcastle Me
SMALL (arm for sale. lO room house.
from the herd of C. A. Smith of West machinery or services which they Misses Lime Winslow and Win
,24*126 good repair carriage and hen house
Martha Eugley were guests Sunday
new
and
interesting
projects
such
Allandale.
Fla.
On
RFD
O B WALTER. Waldo
Virginia, who has one of the lead- could r.ot afford to own indivld- nie Winslow. Rep. and Mrs. El
WOMAN wants house work position
_________ 126*128
as the manual training group
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Lermond at Judson Benners ln Warren.
STON boro. Tel. 884
NINA J OP
ONSI
ualiy.
In small family
ing show herds in the country.
bert Starrett and guests. Mr. and which met Thursday at the engine were guests Sunday at Percy Ler_ 124*126
Kenneth Orff who is enrolled ir. Waldoboro. Me
OOOD flsh boat for aale. without
the Bridgton C.C.C. Camp, has
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, engine 27 x6'. cheap OUY SIMPSON,
Mrs. Harry Bartlett of Franconia, house ln the village, with Robert mond's in Jefferson.
First Baptist Church Notes
esl’ed foe and delivered T J FLEM Crlehaven______________________ 125*127
N. H.. attended the Seven Tree Packard the leader. This group
Roscoe Smith who has been ill been home for sea-era 1 days.
Worship Sunday will be at 10.45; GLENMERE
ING 19 Birch St. Tel 212-W 119*124-tf i 4'a MONTHS old Red-Rock pulleta
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank and
Misses Rosa Teele and Edith Grange fair, supper and entertain- wm meet Thursday each week for at his home ln Ellsworth has refor tale, beginning to lay. also pair
sermon topic, “God or Gold?" Sun
heavy wheels, 4-ln. tires Will trade
j a( least one-half an hour, and turned and resumed his duties as sen Wilford passed last weekend
day School meets at noon; Young Harris entertained the Ladies ment Wednesday.
for young stock FRED L MILLER.
at their home here.
Tel 15-13 Warren_____________ 124*126
Members ot Ivy Chapter. O.E.S. both boys and girls have reported guard at the prison farm,
People’s meeting, 6; evening serv- Circle last Thursday. Mrs. Thank34-FT yloop player piano, oil bur
ice. The pastor will speak on the *ul Harris of Martinsville will be who attendeed the inspection of jn addition to the regular period
ner oil heater for sale cheap
384
Orient Chapter at Union Monday m- Packard has consented to help
subject. “The Eighth Wonder cf ho-''es’ Oct 24.
^^IREKroont furnished apartment OLD COUNTY RD______________126*lt
night
were
Mrs.
Lana
Smith,
Mrs.
for rent. Just vacated; automatic heat,
the World."
1 Mr- and MrsGridley of
the young people evenings if they
COTTAO'E for aale at Jefferaon Lake.
hot water and bath. 3d floor; 826 MRS furnished or unfurnished
Laura Starrett, Mrs Alzada Sim wish lt.
Boat and
Wednesday prayer meet'r.g at ®®ntl5' on friends here.
FROST. Tel_318-W______________ 124 tf outboard motor. Artesian well,
drilled
7.30 p. m.
South Weymouth, Mass., called re- mons. Mrs. Helen Maxey. Mrs Mil
The flrst edition of "The Tatler."
SEVEN rooms for rent with bath last summer TEL 424-W at 114 Pleas
dred
Oammon.
Mrs.
Jessie
Walker.
furnace and range, nice sun porch. J ant St City
126-128
The churches of the DamarisL. C. Sheerer of Pawtucket
was put out recently, and under
located
95 North Main ~
cor Warren
Sts
u
n
BIO canned goods sale flrst two
cotta Baptist Association will meet **• "• ^rs Orrin Treat Jr. and Mrs. Inez Mathews. Mrs. Nellie Or- the direction of Miss Carolyn Hay
E? TEL 745-R q
1 11 £17W*1M
November at I O A 8TORE
liere Monday at 7 30 Rn J E dau«hter Gayle of Thomaston were beton, Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. Mrs. den. has made an excellent start
126*128 Thomaston
Si
_ _ ______,
Watch for It.
128-128
SECOND floor. 5-room, unfurnished
Besant of the First Baptist Church suPP®r guests last Saturday of Mr. Emma Norwood, Mrs. Esther Star- On the staff are: Editor-in-chief,
HUB parlor stove for Mie.
Wood
anar
ment
to
let.
comer
Warren
and
HENRY JORDAN. 38 Wtrof Jefferson will be in charge of and Mrs' Pranlc Wiley.
rett, Elbert Starrett, Miss Frances Jeannette Overlook; news editor.
Main Sts.; bath, hot water beit with burner.
ren
St
____
___
_____________
128
128
Mr. and Mrs. William Keen of Spear. Mrs. Alice Cook and Miss Ida Kathryn Maxey; literary editor.
oil burner.
C A HAMILTON 29
the service. Mrs. Arthur Maye of
Chestnut St.. Tel 983-J________ 126-128
USED trprlaht pianos for sale ln
Aina will be the soloist and Rev. Brookline. Mass., passed last week- Stevens.
Patricia Leathers; business manplaying condition
Recondi
APARTMENTS of 3 or 4 rooms to let perfect tuned
Mr. and Mr. Sidney Vinal of this ' ager. Edward" Wilson; assistants
Ralph Phillips of Damariscotta 5J?d *'*“', Mrs Keen s mother
and delivered. 625 up
with bath, heated, furnished or un tioned.
Easj^terms
MAINE
MUSIC
CO..
TH.
will furnish instrumental music.
fsle Olle6'
returned Mon- town, Mrs. Lewis Burgess of North Elizabeth Oxton ar.d Sherman
furnished: all newly done over. Oa- 708
_____________________124-129
raae. Inquire 192 Limerock St Tel
Rev. Harold W Nutter has been da5( accompanied by Mr Oiles, who Weymouth, Mass., were supper, Simmons; sports editor. Howard
626_____________________________ 126 128
BUILKNo for tale. 12x15 ft.; two
windows 2 ft.. 4ti tn.x4 ft 10
guests last Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. Maxey; exchange editor. Madeleine
ln Bangor this week attending the will spend the Winter with them.
UNFURNISHED apartment to let. 4 storm
ln
: two storm windows 2 ft. 4*« ln.x
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Andrews and Stuart Burgess in Belfast.
rooms, bath and heater to let Inquire 4 ft
Haskell; Joke editor. William
Minister's Retreat sponsored by
6 in. 85 NO MAIN 8T, City
12 Knox St., TEL 156-W______ 125 130
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chapman; reporters. Irene Sim
125*127
the United Baptist Minister's As family were guests last weekend of
artment
THREE-room furnished apar
Mrs. Andrews' aunt in Oxford.
u pe.
Chase returned Wednesday to New mons, Edward Barrett. Frank Bar
sociation of M.il: e.
X fi?17*1’ flU8h' C‘“ “
for ’*“• «ood condition.
B CAMMr. and Mrs. Thurley Hocking and ton Centre, Mass., after spending rett. Eleanor Fales. Mary Ludwig
£.ENT ST;_________________________ 125-w , ESON union. Tel. 4 21.
M’ and Mrs Ross Howes and
124’126
children
of
Melrose
Highlands.
several days at their Summer homo Lois Bazemore. Theresa Huntley,
daughter Cynthia of Camden and
wn™ecfltriclS “appI® SS'bOT h
Mass.,
passed
the
holiday
at
their
Members of the Pilgrim Club en Gloria Haskell. Ethel Wotton, and
129, RFD. RockUnd__________ 125M27 Jouse
barn*, plenty wood
Mrs. Gene t Prescott of Union
joyed a roller skating party Wednes Muriel Anderson; counsellor. Miss
we:. 'Inner guests last Saturday at their home here.
APARTMENT of 3 rooms to let. Fur- | and vegetables Included. 2 good wells
Mrs. Laura Sleeper of Waltham. day in Waldoboro.
nlshed. Comfortable and clean TEL on property, several apple trees, loHayden, second assistant. Gloria
of Rev. and Mrs. Nutter.
271-J.
125 127 | cated 4-10 of a mile off State road
________________
Mass., who recently visited her
Mrs Paul Dillaway returned today Haskell, member of the freshman
for poultry farm or Summer
FURNISHED apartment to let for Suitable
Public Cooking School (Electric)
Mrs' Esie OUes'
retUrned
home, priced for quick sale at 81200
to her home in this town, with M'. class, and member of the reporter
Winter. 21 Talbot Ave.. TEL 8-R
MRS
IDELLA
V JOHANNISON. Rt 4.
125-127
Dillaway who motored Thursday to staff of the "Tatler," also writes
at Star Theatre. Waldoboro, Oct.
Waldoboro. Me
125*127
Mr. and Mrs. E K. Merrill of Bed Ipswich. Mass., where she had been the school column for The CourierMODERN
apartment,
5
rooms
and
22, Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
NICE Winter squash for sale HENRY
bath, on Pleasant St., heated, avail CROCKETT.
ford Hills, N. Y. and Mr. Merrills guest two weeks of her parents, Gazette. Miss Haskell is the
South Thomaston. Tel.
m. Admission free. All food giver
able around Nov. 1. Two apartments 371-4__________________________
125H27
brother of Cambridge, Mass., passed Mr and Mrs. Paul Karen.
5 rooms and bath. Pleasant St., not
youngest sister of Miss Madeleine
away. Everybody welcome. Miss
heated. Available Nov. 10 Rent reason
1940 HALF-ton pick-up truck for
last weekend at their Summer es
Attending visiting officers' night Haskell, now a senior, who for the
June rireeman, demonstrator
able
Apply MEN S SHOP. Main St . sale, like new A real bargain. See a*
tate..
comer Park. City.
125-130 DYER'S OARAGE
124-126
at Crystal Chapter, OE S , at Dam past two years has capably reported
124-137
Miss Marion Dowling is visiting ariscotta, Wednesday night, were
FURNISHED heated apartment to
OIL circulating heater lor sale. 13
High School activities for the
let at 14 MASONIC ST
124*126 Crescent St.. TEL 522-J
relatives ln South Weymouth, Mass. Albert White, who was guest officer, county paper.
124*126
HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward of Mrs. White, Mrs. Laura 8tarrett,
NEW International furnaces for sale,
John Loder (left), Anna Nagel and Victor McLaglen In Diamond Frontier'' wKf^7IrMmT"^thPbat.h'"rt^Park st." with
The
Sewing
Club,
headed
by
5
pipes,
all
material
Including
Mr. sr.d Mrs. Irving Keene o' Lynn, Mass., were at "Home Acres”
TEL 330 or 1154
121-tf Installation only 8130; terms, nothing
Mrs. Helen Maxey and Mrs Mildred Miss Hayden, consists of 22 mem
^^atertown. Mess., and friends , a
days recently
SIX rooms to let. bath garage, wood down. 68 monthly Installalons every
bers. This club meets during ac
Gammon.
were
their Hobbs Pond cottage
shed. Newly reflnlshed Inside and out where. All systems sold. Write SU
Mrs. Leantha Wilson
Mrs. Jacob Crull has returned to tivity period every Wednesday
At 28 Otis St. Inquire 12 Myrtle St. PERIOR HEATINO CO . 16 Morning
last w*,.kend.
124-126
121*126 St.. Portland. Tel. 3 8617.
Mrs. Leantha (Hupper) Wilson, Everett, Mass., after a month's visit morning, and at present is working
Mr. and Mrs. Ar'hur Jones of
30-FOOT motor boat for sale, A-l
ROOMS
to
let
at
15
Grove
St.
Tel
Fram ngham. Mass., spent last 95 formerly of this place died Oct. with her cousin, Mrs. Charles Dill on Christmas gift suggestions. After
579-W. MRS FLORA COLLINS
121-tf condition; '36 Plymouth motor, speed
9 knots, trunk cabin with closed ln
the holiday season the members
weekend at their Summer home ’2 ir New Market, N. H.. where she away.
OFFICE to let. central location. deck house
Oood party or fishing
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett has re will start on a quilt as has been
118-tf boat. ELMER GROSS, Isle au Hsut.
steam heated. TEL. 133.
here.
' bad made her home for several
124*129
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Hoffman of'.’pa.s with her daughter, Mrs. turned heme after being employed the custom the past few years.
I THREE-room lumlshed apartment to
DRY hard fitted and Junk wood for
let. Apply at 12 WARREN ST., or 11
The Hobby Club meets every
Hamford. Conn, have been visiting Georg® Sibley. Mrs. Wilson is also as nurse at the Barrows home.
JAMES ST.
116-tf sale. Call evenings LOPMAN BROS.
Thursday morning, Principal De
at Howard Coose s this week.
survived by two sons, Melbourne of High School Notes
Tel. 257-3.
122*127
FURNISHED
apartment
ot
3
rooms,
Veber adviser. Leon Mathews is
Thimble Club met with the presi- (Cambridge, Mass., Hiram of PittsPIGS and shoats for sale at City
(By Gloria Haskell)
to let. suitable for couple; garage If
Farm,
6250
up
according
to
size.
desired. C. A EMERY. Tel. 436 M
dent Mrs. Georgia Brcwnel last burg. Pa three grandchildren and
Principal DeVeber has announced leader of the radio division, and
123-tf
118-tf
Tuesday and sewed for the De- three great-grandchildren.
8he the dates for these events: Dec. 4, members are studying radio as
SEVEN-room house for sale. BeechFURNISHED,
heated
room.
64
week.
was
the
oldest
member
of
the
Sec
woods steaet. also set of blacksmith
eember sale. Ice cream and cake
four one-act plays: Feb. 21. Min best they can with the small
FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St.. Tel. 330 tools.
Rltine Thomaston. 15. DR
were scived after which a shower ond Baptist Church.
118-tf ALLYNB "PEABODY. Beechwood* 8t..
strel Show; and April 25. Senior amount of material available. Still
Funeral
services
were
held
Mon

another
division
if
interested
in
Thomaston.
123-126
was glyen to Miss Cl^ra Brownell
class three-act play.
day at her home and interment was
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
who is soon to b» mai.ied.
An entertaining assembly held photography, and is called the
lor sale. 814 50; Pocahontas lumpy
John Wikon, Jr., and David in the family lot ln Ridge cemetery Friday included vocal solos, duets Camera Club, headed by Madeleine
soft. 69; fitted dry hard wood. 61.50 ft.
Brown were in Bangor on busines where committal service was held, and chorus numbers. Several ex Haskell, who earned a badge in
J B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62
120-tf
Rev.
Byrd
C.
Springer
officiating.
photography
during
her
Scout
and while there called on L. H.
change assemblies will be held with
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting
DOLL house, also doll's furniture for
The children accompanied the re
work.
She
has
planned
an
out

Samples
and
knit
ting
directions
free
Weaver family ot Hope.
sale. TEL 1098-R
124-126
other schools, as Rockland. WalH. A. BARTLETT. Harmony, Me
line of the work to include the
Farm Bureau membership solici mains here.
McINTOSH apples, all grades and
____________
126-137
development
of
a
film
at
one
of
prices
for
sale,
also
new
sweet
cider.
tors met with other Knox-Lincoln
Deignan, Mrs. Mae Slattery and
FINANCIAL-adJustment company has Iiri,LCRB9T HOMB8TEAD. U. 8. Rt 1.
members in Rockland Wednesday WEST WASHINGTON
South
Warren.
__________________
120-tf
sons Lawrence and John and Miss the meetings. The Arts and Crafts
Immediate opening for man In this
territory. Must have car and be free
and reported fine progress on
Mrs. Lizzie Wellman celebrated Barbara Dugan of Worcester, Mass. division w-ith Evelyn Smith the
FANCY year-old fowl for sale. 20c
to cover smaller towns
$50 weekly a pound. Orders taken and delivered.
head,
will
feature
soap
carving,
their membership drive. A social her 91st birthday at her home here Callers Friday were Mr. and Mrs.
guaranteed to man qualifying. Write V. L PACKARD, Tel. 347-M.
119 tf
and will try leather work if suf
evening was enjoyed after the oct. 5. Her daughter Mrs. Mildred Albert Marriner of Searsmont.
giving full particulars. BOX 1148,
house and garage lor aale
Cleveland. Ohio
125*127 onSIX-room
business meeting.
j Johnston and granddaughter Mrs. Pearl Hibbert of Howard, R. I. ficient funds are available. CharCamden St. Bath, lights, hot water
MEN. Women! Want Vim? Stimu heat. Price 61800
Can be paid for
Miss Mary Bills leaves Saturday Marion Wright of Jefferson passed has been visiting his family this ^otte ^oore is leader of a scrap
lants, tonics In Ostrex tablets pep up as rent. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or
book group and it is hoped that
bodies lacking vitamin B-l, Iron. Cal 330, 283 Main St.
to spend the Winter with her sis- the day with her, and she was well we€(c
118-tf
cium. Phosphorus. Oet 35c size Ostrex
Ray E. Dawson was home last thls see11011
be able to put
ter Mrs. G-race B. Lincoln in Wal- remembered from her sons ln CaliHard wood per foot, fitted, 6150;
today. First package satisfies or mak Sawed.
long. 61.30. M. B. 6t C. O.
weekend from Fort McKinley, where on a demonstration at the end of
tham. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gould fornla and Massachusetts,
er refunds low price. Call, write C. PERRY,6140;
Tel. 487.
118-tf
H. MOOR & CO., and all other good
of Camden are motoring there [ Mr. and Mrs. Carl Powell of he is training with the 240th Coast the yeardrug stores.
118*132
D. 8c H bard ooal, egg, store, nut
You’re right! It’s John Barrymore . . . madder, wilder and funnier
with her for a sno’t (isJt.
Union visited Sunday with Mr. and Artillery.
814 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
For Information on Maine Cen than ever before in “TheGreat Profile,” which preview audiences have al- Ladles—Reliable hair goods st Rock 68 per ton, del. Nut else New River soft,
Registration We:ln«»day totaled Mrs. Irving Powell.
Owen Wellman and Wilford
not screened 69 ton del.; screened, 610
>rQ 2RHOT»ra ^>l* M9^ ton <M. M. B. 8t C. O. P8BBY. 519
50. Mrs. Ellen Ludwig, assisted by
Guests last weekend of Mr. and Turner have employment In Frye tral Bus Lines, call Warren, 9068-2 ready tabbed as the laugh riot of the year. Barrymore's latest starring
*
' . iao-3-tf ilaln Bt-, Tel- 487,
J or 68-3 —adv.
124-128 picture for 20th Ceutury-Fox,
U8-M
Mrs Alton Wellman were Mrs. Mary burg.
John WUson, Jr , was registrar.

«

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND
WANTED

18

FOR SALE

TO LET

AT THE PARK SUNDAY-MONDAY

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

MISCELLANEOUS

i _

Every-Other-Day
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“Sanborn’s Reports”

VINALHAVEN
Correspondent

Monarda Council of Pochontas Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
will go tonight to the Ames farm i Having read in the last issue of
and enjoy a harvest supper. All '
wishing transportation will gleet your paper that the regular cor
at Red Men's hall at 6 o’clock.
( respondent of Tht Courier-Gazette
Registration totaled 115 Wed- ) in Vinalhaven who has Been re
nesday at the Legion hall. H. A. po-ting the bowling matches Be
Townsend, registrar was assisted tween the Skippers and the Gan
by Freeman L. Roberts. Sidney L. 1
ders is about ready to lay down his
Window, C. Meservey F. Ames and
playthings and give it up as i bad
Mrs. Ellen Thomas.
Job
because the team thrt he roots
A considerable sum of money
was netted from the supper held for !<he Skippc?) never win any
at Union vestry Wednesday and bcwling matches I hope you will
will be used by the Fox IslaMders pti-'ir my presumption in taking
4-H Club to attend the county con
pen in hand to help ‘.he old boy
test at Waldoboro today.
Mrs. Mildred Brewster eame cut. as I feel that if he ever gets
set in this idea, he will never write
Thursday from Gardiner.
DDG.M. Eleanor Oregory of anything more, for according to my
Marguerite Chapter. O.ES. has re way of thinking the Skippers never
turned from her inspection tour.
Will win another bowling match.
She was accompanied by Miss Lois
, Following is my report on the
Webster.
Mrs. Ernest Clayter passed last game of Oct. 14, 1940:
weekend with her son in Fairfield. I It’ is my pleasure to report to the
Mts. Ola Ames went Tuesday to stockholders of the Ganders Bowl
Schenectady. N. Y„ where she is ing team that so far your company
the guest of Mrs. Winnie Ames a has had a very successful year and
prospects are good for it to con
former resident of this town.
Mrs. Herbert Carver returned tinue. The team has won three
Tuesday from Orono where she straight games with a percentage
visited her’ daughter Miss Ernes of 1020. Its stock ls quoted close
tine. who is a student at U. of M. to par and it ls taking care of all
Harold Vinal left today for New Interest regularly. In fact, due to
York after passing the Summer the present situation, we feel we
will be able to get a little more in
at "The Moors" Lane’s Island.
Mrs. John Hildlngs ls guest of terest than usual While the credit
her daughter Mrs. Howard Coombs of our competitors is at present at
j a low ebb. that of the Oanders is
ln Boston.
Mrs. Charles Anderson, son Ken at a record high and if occasion re
neth and Mrs. Fritz Swanson went quires it I feel we will be able to get
trusted for our bowling the balance
Wednesday to New York.
Dr. Ralph Earle went Wednes of the Whiter.
The claims of our competitors
day to Aldana. Pa . where he will
visit his parents Mr. and M{s. are all out of reason when they
Ralph Earle. Sr.
state they expect to win as many
Mr. and Mrs Hollis Burgess en games as we do and can be dis
tertained friends Tuesday night in counted nearly 100 percent. We
honor of their 21st wedding anni also wish to spike any rumors to |
versary. Lunch was served and a tha effect that our captain, the
social evening enjoyed The couple Hon. F W. Orimes, is getting any
received nice gifts.
commission on the collections cf
Mrs. Rita Wiliams. Mrs. Clinton money he has been making ln the
Teele and son Robert, left Tuesday name of the two clubs We think I
for a visit with relatives and this is Just a spite rumor circulated j
friends in Boston. New York and by our competitors to start a run
Philadelphia
on his bank and to knock off a few
At Camp Merrie Mac’s Shore points from his average. What
Acres, a shower was given Wed money we have put into this grub
nesday night for Miss Oertrude account we have already charged
Vinal by Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist up to profit and loss, with the ac
and Miss Louise Libby in honor of cent on the loss.
her
approching
marriage
to
It is our best business and finan
Meredith Trefrey which will take cial judgment that if this money
place at an early date. Supper was that nas been intrusted to Cap’n
served and Miss Vinal was the Grimes had been invested ln some
recipient of many nice gifts. Four reputable clam bank and left to
teen were present.
compound itself, instead of being
Mrs. Mabel Dunlap was given a frittered away on such indigestibles
birthday surprise Monday night by as beans and flsh cakes, or squan
a group of neighbors and friends. dered for such extravagances as
Cards and Chinese checkers fea lobster, and chicken cur finances
tured the evening's entertainment. would have been much more stable.
Lunch was served. Mrs. Dunlap
On the night of Oct 14 your
received a beautiful bridge lamp company met in the Cascade Alleys
and other useful gifts. Prizes at and engaged ln business with our
cards went to Effie Anderson and competitors with the results most
Bessie Morton. Those present were satisfactory to your company and
Maude MiUs. Beatrice EweU. Ellie yours truly. While the trend of
Amiro. Ellen Pears. Cassie Small, operations on both sides has been
Effie Anderson. Minnie ChiUes. upwards we have nowhere reached
Bessie Morton. Barbara Mills. Eva our capacity output as yet; ln fact
Amiro. Sadie Lawry. Ruth Billings. our statistical department reports
Eva BiUings. Evelyn Yeung. Marne we are working at only 71’* capa
Oray. Fronla Tolman and Annie city and are capable of a gradually
Conway
increased production.
Herbert Sanborn of Waterville,
As an example of the strength of
formerly of this town was recently our organization let me quote from
elected president of the Maine the score book of the meeting which
Chiropractic Association.
showed that ln the second string
The WP_A. project started our competitors got seven spares
Thursday with P A. White time
and your company only one, never
keeper and Ernest Wentworth of
theless we emerged on the winning
Rockport as road commissioner.
side of this string by 10 pins.
Marguerite Chapter OES. will
Although our competitors have
meet Monday night.
shown signs of brilliant work at
Union Church choir. Rev. Ken
times, especially their Captain Skip
neth Cook and family enjoyed a
Arey and Wym Guilford, the im
picnic Thursday at the Ames
pression around the street is that
farm, Calderwood's Neck.
their organization is bad and that
Union Church Notes
they have had to resort to the is
Sunday school meets tomorrow suance ot promissory notes and
at 10 o’clock. Worship will be at considerable short term borrowing
11. Rev Kenneth Cook will preach to tide them over their reverses.
and the vested choir will sing
Another rumor that has gained
special anthems.
Mrs. Hazel credence on the street ls to the ef
Roberts will be soloist.
fect that the name of your company
Junior League meets at 4: Chris is to be changed from the "Gan
tian Endeavor at 6; evening wor ders" to the “Bulls" and the name
ship at 7, the pastor will preach of our competitors, the “Skippers”
an inspiring sermon and the to the "Bears”. We do not favor
choir will sing.
this change as we think it would
Prayer meeting Tuesday will be be too dangerous to us and offer
at 7 in the church parlor.
too many opportunities for dirty
remarks and wisecracks.
In conclusion we wish to point
GLEN COVE
Mrs. Hazel Woodward was din with pride to our balance sheet
ner guest Wednesday of Mrs. shown below and assure you our po
Katherine Oould at Green Gables sition is firmly entrenched, and if
we can but flnd a way to circum
in Camden.
Carlton Farley has been ill this vent the ever increasing taxes im
posed upon us by Der Cap’n Grimes
week.
we will no doubt cut a big melon
It is possible to see only two ap in the near future.
Respectfully submitted
pearances of Halley’s comet in a
"Link" 6anborn.
lfetime. It appears once every 75
to 77 years. Last visible ln 1610, Sanborn Reports and Statistical Co.
"A No. I” Ganders
lt again will appear in 1985.
Sanborn
.......... 94 85 85—264
82 84 90—256
Littlefield ............ 87 88 85—260
Shields ................. 96 88 93—283
VINALHAVEN
Ctoosp Arey .......... 103 91 95—289

& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

ervice lo:

lnalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
ubject to change without notice,
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
P. M.
M.
9 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
) Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
9 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
9 Lv. Vlnalhaven,
9 Ar. Rockland,

A Booming Stonington Industry

Indicate That Condition of
the Skippers Is Extremely
Unhealthy

ICRS. OSCAR O. LANS

Lv, 1.30

lie-tf

462 436 454-1352

“Scrod" Skippers
Drew ....................
Peterson ..............
Hall .......................
Guilford .............
Skip Arey ......... ....

93
79
84
92
83

78
93
75
80
100

81—252
81—253
87—246
112—284
104—287

431 426 465-1317

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Marshall
with Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mar
shall of Boothbay Harbor went Sun
day to Waldo where they visited Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Freeman.
Alfred Stanley of Monhegan was

a visitor Tuesday la this place,

Page Five

R. K. Barter, Stonington busi plans to move his crabmeat and
clam canning operations there
ness leader, announces that he next Spring. Barter, who recently
has purchased the long idle North added crabmeat to his extensive
business enterprises, said that the
Lubec Canning Company plant on
product was selling well and that
the Stonington waterfront and several large prospective markets

SEARSMONT

CUSHING

Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton, ac
companied by Mrs. Mildred Beals
and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ness, were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dell
Yates of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ness of Ban
gor, and Mrs. Mildred Beals of Bel
fast visited their grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. F. A. Dunton. recently.
Recent callers ot Miss Belle Low
ell and W C. Creamer were Mrs
Orace Ness and Mrs. Della Cottrell
of Belfast, Mrs. Zadoc Brown of
Bath, Harold Brown and children
of Camden, and Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Winchenbach of Waldoboro.
Herbert Knight was guest last
Saturday of friends in Vassalboro.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cole and
friends. Mr. and Mrs. Fitzgerald, all
of Boston, spent last weekend at
the Cole home here.
Richard Lewis and Harold Cobb, as
representatives of the local Are
company, visited the headquarters of
the Camden (fire department last
Saturday and also its exhibition for
Fire Prevention Week

Mrs. Edna Powers entertained
the Neighborly Club Tuesday.
Frank R. Fogerty and son, Charles
of Galt. Ont., and Miss Clara Fo
gerty. also Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Fogerty and son Richard Fogrety
of Roslindale, Mass., the latter be
ing overnight guest of Miss Mina E.
Woodcock.
A memorial service was held at
the Church Sunday, by request, for
Oustaf T. Lindahl who, two years
ago. left for Sarasota. Fla., and in
a few weeks was brought home for
burial. His favorite hymns were
used for the occasion’ the eulogy
by the pastor Rev. H. W. Van Deman, and a moment of silence ob
served in his memory.
George
Robbins and Miss Cora E. Fogerty
were also remembered by singing of
the hymn "In the Garden.’’
Mrs. L. 8. Miller and infant
dauhter Vernandine Julia, have re
turned home from Knox Hospital.
Miss Hester Foster of Thomaston
was guest last weekend at E. K.
Maloney’s.
F. I. Geyer has employment at
Fred Wiley visited Mr. and Mr,-. the A. R. Carle farm.
Charles Luce in Belmont recently.
Mr and Mrs. Philip Broughton of
Mts Raymond Sedgely, daughter Brooklyn. N. Y„ are at their home
Doris, son Norman and grandson El "Pleasant Field” for a few days.
well, all of Richmond, called Sun
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney has returned
day on Rev. and Mrs. C. H. Bryant.
from Medomak and is visiting her
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Knight, and son M. J. Maloney and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Knight, all ol Mrs. F. I. Geyer.
Camden, visited Sunday with Mr.
Mrs. Myron Coombs spent a few
and Mrs. James Robbins and Mr
days recently with her daughter,
and Mrs. Laurence Robbins.
Mrs. Ada Warner and sons Lind Mrs. Robert Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose have
ley, William and Stanley of Brooks
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Lula bought the A. W. Maloney house
and will move there next week
Sprowl.
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Howard and from their Teei’s Island home.
Mary Simmons of Southport was
family were visitors Sunday at the
home of Mr and Mrs. Edward How recent guest at L. B. Ulmer's.
ard of Belmcnt.
Mrs. Helen Perry. R N.. of Rock
Mrs. Wyman Packard of Portland land was guest at H. J. Marshall's
is guest of her parents, Mr. and a few days the past week.
Mrs. F. A. Dunton.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherburne Carter
Mr. and Mrs. James Nixon, who of Loudville visited Sunday at W.
spent the Summer and early Au G. Maloney's.
tumn here, have returned to Ruth
Mrs. Rose Robinson and daugh
erford, N. J. They are planning to ter Miss Edna Robinson are at their
spend the Winter in St. Petersburg. home here while it is being shingled
Fla., and hope to return here next and otherwise repaired by Vinal
Summer.
Killeran of Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman
Ida Olson who is studying beauty
were recent guests of Mrs. Frank culture in Portland made a weekend
Kimball of Rockland.
visit with her parents. Mr. nd Mrs.
Desmond Knowlton of Liberty S. H. Olson.
Mrs. Fred Cushmn of Franklin
spent several days recently at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. E S. Town was recent guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ansel Orne and passed
send.
Mr. and Mrs. William Goodman of one day with Mrs. Mildred Marshall.
Visitors Sunday at B. S. Geyer's
Palmer, Mass., were recent guests o'
were William Moody, Alice Hayes
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman
Mrs Flcra Gilman and Mrs. Lela of Nobleboro. Mr. and Mrs. M F.
Smith of Pittsfield visited Mrs. Julia McFarland, son Stanton, Carl Fos
sett of New Harbor and Mr .and
Wentworth Sunday.
Mrs. Mildred Hemenway. with her Mrs. R. A. Davis of Pleasant Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall
guests, Mrs. Lillian Rollins of Wood
ville, Mass., and Irving Joy of Mil kept open house Sunday entertain
ford, Mass., and Mrs. Hattie Poland ing Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Marshall
of North Searsmont were recent and son Albert of Boothbay Harbor,
guests of Mrs. Vida Mehuren of New Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose of Teels
Island, Mr and Mrs. Frank Miller
Harbor.
Mr and Mrs. Harry Wheeler cf and daughter Carleen of East
Lowell, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Friendship.
Mrs. Sarah F. Seavey of Pleasant
Alfred Smith of Rockland called re
Point was guest this week of her
cently on Mrs. Ellen Harriman and
sister, Carrie Geyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman.
Charles Gould. Mrs. Caroline
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram MacKenzle
Hamblet. Miss Marion Oould and
and Charles MacKenzie. all of Dan
I Miss Bertha Gould of Gull Rock
vers. Mass, and Mrs. Frank Hare of
returned Thursday to Somerville,
Lynn, Mass., spent last weekend at
Mass.
Bertram MacKenzie’s farm here.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Broughton
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Milliken of
went Thursday to their New York
West Newton, Mass., were guests
home after passing a few days at
last Saturday of Mrs. Mildred Hem
their cottage “Sunny Fields.”
enway. Recent callers at the Hem
Registration numbered 27. S. E.
enway home were Mr. and Mrs Earl
Hyler, chairman of the board of
Bartlett and Mrs. Richardson of
selectmen serving as registrar.
Malden, Mass., and Floyd Rines and
Services at the Baptist Church
friend of Oakland
will now open at 7 p. m. Instead
Mrs. William R. Ayer of Lincoln,
of 730 as hereto’ore. Rev. Harry
and Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer of Daniels and workers from the
Rockland called Monday on Rev. and Port Clyde Advent Church con
Mrs. Cyprian H. Bryant.
duct services every Friday night.
Mrs. Ava Simmons of Oakland is
Mrs. Agnes Boyr.ton and William
visiting Mrs. Frank Bryant.
McNamara were among those who
Mrs, Samuel Higgins is at her attended the funeral services Wed
home here for a time.
nesday in Thomaston for Mrs.
Mrs. Belle Rines of Oakland is Oliver McPhail. They also called
visiting Mrs. Samuel Townsend.
on Capt. and Mrs. James Creighton
who were celebrating their 50th
wedding anniversary by keeping
SOUTH THOMASTON
The Cemetery Association meets open house on that date.
Tuesday night at 7.30 o’clock at
BEAD ALL THE NEWS
the primary school building. Every
one welcome.

THEN BEAD ALL THE ADS

were being opened up. He expects
to expand the business gradually.
The plant a large brick building of
two floors was built for a sardine
factory and dismantled when the
company moved its operations to
Rockland.

FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mason and
son and Mr. and Mrs. Spear were
supper guests Thursday of Capt.
and Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
Mrs. Hazel Deane of Yarmouth
was a visitor Tuesday at the home
of Mrs. Gertrude Oliver.
Mrs. Jonah Morse recently went
to South Bristol to visit her
daughter. Mrs. Waldo MacFarland.
Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Packard
were overnight guests Tuesday of
Mr and Mrs. Almon Packard.
Mrs. Rochelle ar.d daughter have
returned to New York after pass
ing the Summer at their cottage
here.
A pleasant surprise confronted
Mr and Mrs. Rufus Condon re
cently when 17 friends and rela
tives gathered at their home to
help them celebrate their 40th
wedding anniversary.
Mr. and
Mrs. Condon were recipients of
several lovely gifts including a
wedding cake topped with a minia
ture bride and groom. Refresh
ments were served and a social
evening enjoyed. These present
were Mr. and Mrs. Ellis H. Lawry,
and daughter Eda. Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Brown, Mrs. Randall Con
don. Mrs. Patricia Murphy. Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Beale and son
Rcbert. Mrs. Beale of Augusta, Mr.
and Mrs. A’mon Packard, and
Capt. and Mrs Melvin Lawry.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver is attend
ing the grand session of the Grand
Temple of Massachusetts Pythian
Sisters in Fairhaven.

The Methebesec Club Is Ready
November 1,
JUBILEE BIRTHDAY PARTY
March 7,
EVENING MEETING HONORING
Universalist Church
JUNIOR WOMEN'S CLUB
Hostesses—Adelaide Lowe, Josephine Rice, Angelica Universalist Church.
Glover, Eva Hellier, Mabel Holbrook, Margaret
Hostesses—Clara Thurston, Annie Stevens, Jane Beach,
Stahl, Katherine Haines, Ida Dondis, Bernice
Hester Chase, Etta Stoddard, Emily Cram, Elsa
Havener, Grace Rollins.
Sonntag, Suella Sheldon, Sarah Marsh, Florence
Exhibition.
Josephine Rice, Angelica Glover,
Snow.
Ruth Albee, Eva Hellier.
Pantomime, Illustrating Music and Drama,
Mrs. Ralph W. Emerson, First Vice President Maine I
Carrie Burpee Shaw, assisted by Dora Bird, Irene
Federation of Women’s Club, State Chairman of
Walker, Gladys Heistad, Margaret Stahl.
Golden Jubilee, guest speaker.
Guest Exhibitor,
Mrs. Helen Hyde Cart on
Poetry,
Relief Nichols
November 15,
March 21.
Home of Anna Nelson, assisting hostesses, Laura
Tower Room, Community Building.
Maxey, Ruth Albee.
Hostesses—Mary Smith, Fern Cumming. Rita Hclden,
Alice Jameson
Poetry,
Relief Nichols, Gladys Mills, Gaynell Wilson.
Mary Southard
Architecture.
Poetry,
Maude Blodgett
Ruth Ellingwood
Literature—Reading.
Book Reviews—Laura Maxey, Mabel Rose, Ellen Dalv.
Mabel Spring
Exhibition,
Exhibition,
jane Beach
WAYS OF LIFE
November 29,
April 4.
ANNUAL MEETING
Home of Katharyn St. Clair.
Assisting Hostesses—Elizabeth Davis, Blanche Ells Hostesses—The Social Committee and the Executive
Board. Place and Program to be announced.
worth.
(Women in the Home), (Marriage and the Family)
EXECUTIVE BOARD
Mabel Holbrook.
President,
Mary Avery
(Business Customs), (Secret Societies, Tongs, Etc.), Vice President,
Alice Jameson
Caroline Sleeper.
Secretary,
Irene Walker
Poetry,
Dora Bird
Treasurer,
Julia MurrayExhibition,
Blanche Ellsworth, Katherine Haines Auditor.
Kathryn St Clair
Directors,
Caroline Jameson, Ruth Ellingwood
December 13,
Home of Minnie Rogers.
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Assisting Hostesses—Madlene Jackson, Frances
Literary Division,
Josephine Rice, Chairman
Hodgdon.
Angelica Glover, Eva Hellier, Ruth Albee
Poetry,
Angelica Olover
Music Division,
Mabel Holbrook, Chairman
Imperial China,
Alice Karl
Margaret Stahl
Our Country and China,
Irene Moran
SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Exhibition,
Minnie Rogers
Annie Stevens, Chairman
December 27,
Hester Chase
Clara Thurston
Tower Room, Community Building.
Etta Stoddard
Emily Cram
Hostesses—Mary Rich, Cora Perry, Gertrude Payson,
Elsa Sonntag
Sarah Marsh
Caroline Stanley, Caroline Sleeper, Adele Bird.
BENEVOLENCE COMMITTEE
Poetry,
Rita fiolden
Minnie Rogers, Chairman
The New China,
Emily Cram
Mary Southard
Madlene Jackson
Vanessa Cowan
; Women In the New China,
Exhibition.
Katharyn St. Clair
HOSPITALITY COMMITTEE
Laura Maxey, Chairman
January 10, 1941,
GEOGRAPHY
Orissa Merritt
Jane Beach
| Tower Room. Community Building.
Hostesses—Mary Southard. Ellen Daly, Grace Daniels,
OUTING COMMITTEE
Mabel Spring, Annie Frost, Eva Wisner,
Elizabeth Davis, Chairman
i Poetry,
Caroline Jameson
Katherine Haines
Ida Dondis
1 Climate and Terrain,
Lenora Cooper
Bernice Havener
Alice Karl
Farming, Industry and Handicrafts, Clara Thurston
| Exhibition.
Sarah Marsh, Julia Murray
Albee. Ruth
Lowe. Adelaide
Avery. Mary
Marsh, Sarah
RELIGIONS
January 24,
Beach. Jane
Maxey. Laura
Tower Room, Community Building.
Bicknell. Edith
•Merritt. Orissa
Bird. Adele
Mills. Oladys
Hostesses—Ethel Lovejoy. Louise Orbeton, Dora Bird.
Bird. Dora
•Moran. Irene
Maude Blodgett, Mabel Rose, Lenora Cooper.
‘Blodgett Maude
Murray. Julia
Carter. Lettie
Adelaide Lowe, Gaynell Wilson
Nelson. Anna
Papers,
Chase.
Hester
Nichols. Relief
Josephine Rice
Poetry,
Cochran. Ellen
Orbeton. Louiae
Annie Stevens, Vanessa Cowan
Exhibition.
Cooper. Lenora
Palmer. Carrie

Public Cooking School (Electric)
at Star Theatre, Waldoboro. Oct.
22. Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
m. Admission free. All food given
away. Everybody welcome. Miss
June Freeman, demonstrator.
124-133

WEST WALDOBORO

Mrs. Alice Waltz and Mrs. Fannie
Waltz spent Tuesday with Mrs. Ida
Waltz at Gross Neck
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kaler have
been visiting relatives ln Massachu
setts and Rhode Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Waltz at
tended the Topsham Fair Wednes
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of
Worcester, Mass., spent last week
end writh Mrs. Sheffield's mother,
Mrs. Viola Kuhn. They were ac
companied on return by Mrs.
Kuhn who will spend the Winter
with Mr. and Mrs. Sheffield.
Mrs. Frank Hunt of New Hamp
shire has been spending sevt. ■
days with Mr. Hunt at the home of
his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Hunt.
Mrs. Mary David recently went to
Attleboro, Mass.
Mrs. Cora Genthner who suffered
a fall recently at her home, is a
patient at Little’s Nursing home.
Mrs. Percy French was a recent
Augusta visitor.

Edmund McGrath has employ
ment in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Charles Eugley of Gross Neck
has been visiting her daughter Mrs.
Irvine Genthner.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold David and
daughter Bette spent last weekcuu
in Attleboro, Mass.

NORTHPORT

Mrs. Bertha Avery, teacher at
Brown’s Comer Scmhool ls board
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hills.
Miss Eda Woodbury spent last
week in Belfast visiting relatives and
friends.
Rae Clark and Melvin E. Wood
were in Waterville and Portland last
Monday on business.
Leonal Shorey is visiting friends
and relatives in Burlington.
Phillip Watkins and Ralph Knight
have returnerd from a business trip
to Massachusetts.
Ordis Woodbury has returned to
her teaching position at Sherman
Mills after a two weeks vacation
spent with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. O. Woodbury.
Mrs. Laura Ring and daughter
Elizabeth of Portland spent last
weekend with Mrs. Jennie Gushee.
William Curtis and Mr. and Mrs
Lewis Mathews were visitors Sun
day in Waterville.

February 7.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO WESTERN

CIVILIZATION

Tower Room, Community Building.
Hostesses—Ellen Cochran. Louise Ingraham, Emma
Shaw, Edith Bicknell, Mary Cooper. Lenora
Cooper.
Poetry,
Edith Bicknell
Marco Polo and China,
Orissa Merritt
The Silk Trade of Ancient Times and the Middle
Ages,
Louise Orbeton
Exhibition,
Ellen Cochran, Emily Cram
February 21,

Tower Room, Community Building.
Hostesses—Irene Moran. Alice Karl. Clara Smith, Car
rie Palmer, Orissa Merritt, Castera Cushman.
Poetry.
Fern Cumming
1 The Merchants of New England and the China
Annie Frcst
Trade,
Eva Wisner
Inventions,
Etta Stoddard
Exhibition.

•Cooper. Mary
Cowan. Vanessa
Cram, Emily
Cumming. Fern
Cushman. Castera
•Daly. Ellen
Daniels. Orace
Davla Elizabeth
Dondis. Ida
•Ellingwood Ruth
Ellsworth. Blanche
Frost. Annie
•Olover. Angelica
Halnea, Katherine
Havener, Bernice
1 Heistad. Oladya
Helller. Eva
Hodgdon. Frances
Holbrook. Mabet
Holden. Rita
Howe. Lilia
Ingraham. Louise
Jackson. Madlent
Jameson. Alice
•Jameson. Caroline
Karl. Alice
Lovejoy, Ethel
•Past Presidents

Payson. Oertrude
Perry. Cora
Rice. Josephine
•Rich. Mary
Rogers. Minnie
Rollins. Orace
Rose. Mabelle
’Shew, Carrie
8hsw. Emma
•Sheldon Suella
Sleeper. Caroline
Smith. Clara
Smith. MarySnow Florence
Sonntag. Elsa
Southard, Mary
Spring. Mabel
Stahl Margaret
Stanley. Caroline
•St Clair. Katharyn
8teiens, Annie
Stoddard. Etta
Thurston Clara
Walker, Irene
Wilson. Gaynell
Wisner. E-. a
■ Honorary Member

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs Callie Slick returned Sun
day to Waltham, Mass., after pc?sing the Summer with Mrs. Estelle
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
Perry on Spruce Head Island.
WTAG. Worcester: WCSH, Portland: WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
Ewing Reppleln and Miss Marie
ford: WEAN. Providence: WLBZ, Bangor.
Marchua of Scituate. Mass.. were
Walter Drinkwater.
We're rounding up “lost loves” In yolks and flavored with brandy or jj guests last weekend of Mr and Mrs.
the way of recipes today . . . some a combination of almond and va
Clarence Beal has moved his
of these best beloveds date way back nilla extract. Makes six servings. house trailer to White Head and
to 1923 when we first started news Mother’s Date Pie
Mrs. Beal will occupy it. Site has
paper recipe columns and recipes
One package Dromedary Dates, been residing in the upper apartthat linger ln your memory fcr al
cup sugar, 3 eggs, '4 teaspoon ment in the Austin Kinney house,
most 20 years must be well worth
Everett Elwell has employment
reviving, don’t you think? More salt, 1 teaspoon vanilla. 3*4 cups
over It’s very helpful when you Jog milk, Oood Luck pastry for one wlth the Central Maine Power Co.
in Rockland.
ye "ed’s” memory with a reminder crust.
that we’ve been forgetting some
Remove stones from dates and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard enthing good that dates back New cook slowly in water to cover for tertalned Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kersrecipes, like new friends, are fun,! hal( an hour
pr„s through a well of St. Oeorgp at dinner Sun
but the old recipes and the old j sjeve an(j add remainlng ingredi- day. Mr and Mrs. Byron Mills of
friends are^best.
j ents Bake ln open pastry shell in Waldoboro called Sunday on the
Allards.
“What about that Date Loaf ' oven 350 degrees p Untu firm.
Cake that was your recipe sensa _
- . . - „ ..
1 Mrs. L-ucy Wall has been staying
'nlghts wlth „„ dau?ht<,r Mrs c-p.Jt
ation of the Winter of 1924,” asks Dromedary Date Loaf Cake
One pound Dromedary dates, Harvey In Rockland du.lng the
Harriet Evans. ”It was rich and
almost chewy with a macaroon-like after stoning, 1 pound English wal- serious illness of Mr. Harvey. Mrs.
crust and one of the best cakes to nut meats, 1 cup flour. 2 teaspoons Eunice Burton relieved Mrs. Wail
tuck away for unexpected guests I baking powder, *4 teaspoon salt, 1 Tuesday night in caring for Mr.
ever made, but the recipe is lost. cup sugar, 4 eggs. 1 teaspoon va Harvey.
Can you produce It?” Indeed we nilla.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batty 8r. re
Have dates and nutmeats whole as turned home Saturday from a week's
can.
Helen Cogswell of North
possible Sift flour, baking powder visit In New London. Conn
Quincy is asking for that, too.
We’ve been puzzled about re and salt twice. Then add sugar.
Mrs. Margaret Elwell and Mrs.
quests fcr a "Marjorie Mills Pud Sift again and add to dates and Eugenie Godfrey'spent Monday in
ding” recipe lately and now that nuts. Beat ln yolks, fold in stiffly Portland. Mrs. Ewell visited her
puzzle is solved. Filene's have been beaten egg whites. Bake an hour sister Mrs. Everett Allen ln the
serving our old favorite "Stephanie In a moderate oven
Maine Oeneral Hospital.
Pudding" under that name and Stephanie Pudding
while we're flattered, the credit be
One tablespoon il envelope)
longs to the old Marston restau Knox Sparkling Gelatine, '« cup JEFFERSON
Public Cooking School (Electric)
rants who originated Stephanie
cold water, 1 cup hot grape Juice
Pudding. It's one of our best be- (loganberry or any desired fruit at Star Theatre. Waldcboro. Oct.
I loveds, too, and Filene restaurant Juice may be used), ‘4 cup sugar. 22, Oet. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
m. Admission free. All food given
patrons are liking lt, we hear.
*4 cup lemon juice, 3 egg whites. i away. Everybody welcome. Miss
It seems we’ve also been forget
Soak gelatine in cold water, dis
ting Mother’s Date Pie. dark, rich, solve ln hot fruit Juice. Add sugar, ! June Freeman, demonstrator.
124-133
creamy and a treat as a Fall des lemon Juice and strain. Set in n
sert.
It can be topped with cool place. Stir mixture occasion
whipped cream though it doesn't ally and when thick whisk until
need "gilding." It can be served frothy. Add egg whites beaten
with a piece of good cheese to cut stiff, and continue beating until
the sweetness, or it’s perfect as ls, stiff enough to hold its shatoe
if you ask us.
Serve cold with boiled custard

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Spiced Apple Snow
sauce.
MENU
One envelope Knox Sparkling
Breakfast
gelatine, one-fourth cup of cold
Chilled Pineapple Juice
water, one cup boiling water, one
Wheat Cereal
medium to large apple, few grains
French Toast with Maple Syrup
cinnamon, few grains nutmeg, 3
Sausages
tablespoons lemon Juice *4 cup
Coffee
sugar, few grains salt, 3 egg whites.
Sunday Dinner
Sprinkle gelatine over oold water;
Roast Leg of Lamb
add boiling water and stir until
Browned Potatoes
dissolved; chill. Peel and grate
Watermelon Pickle
apple with fine grater; add spices,
Squash
Glazed Onions
lemon Juice and half the sugar;
Celery
Ripe Olives
combine with chilled gelatine. Chill
•Stephanie Pudding
again ln refrigerator over ice
Coffee
water until quite stiff. Meanwhile
Supper
add salt to egg whites, beat until j
Prudence Roast Beef Hash
stiff; slowly add rest of sugar; con
Broiled Tomatoes
tinue beating. Whip stiffened gela
tine with rotary beater until foamy; Friends’ Brown Bread Sandwiches
•Spiced Apple Snow
fold in egg whites, pour into mold
•Date Loaf Cake
rinsed with cold water. Chill until
Coffee
firm; unmold and serve with cus
•Recipes given.
tard sauoe made from the 3 egg

Cforqrous
DECKLE-EDGED

WEDDING
Invitations
The most •xqulilte wedding an
nouncamentt or invitations 70a
have
soon are now on dis
play in our engraving department
50 engraved announcements or
Invitations. $8.95 50 deckle-edged
announcements or invitations.
only $11.95. Prices INCLUDE the
plate!

Hostage Extra
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THOMASTON

CAMDEN

»«A«
SHIRLEY T. WLLLLAMB
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

« « ftft
JUNE COTE
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 71S

BEEF RAISED IN MAINE

Fifty Years Wedded
ROCKPORT

Harbor Light, 0. E. S.

In Probate Court

Wills allowed; Mary E. Messer,
Rockport Eastern Star
late of Rockland, deceased. Edward
C. Payson of Rockland appointed
UDA O. aKAMPNJBT
Inspected and Work
exr.; Herbert E. Messer, late of
Correspondent
Highly Commended
Union, deceased. Merle M. Messer
ft ft ftft
I Capt. and Mrs. James E, Creigh and Grace M. Messer of Union ap
The annual inspection of Harbor
Tel. 222# '
ton of Thomaston kept open house pointed exrs.; Nettie W Wither
Light Chapter O.E.S. of Rockport
spoon,
late
of
North
Haven,
de

.
i Wednesday night in observance of
I i Mrs. Wilma Rhodes was hostess ...
,.
The Federated Circle will meet
ceased, Leigh F. Witherspoon of held Tuesday night at Masonic hall
Children's night will be observed
to
a
group
of
friends
Thursday
aftlhe;r golden weddlng anniversary.
Tuesday at 2 o'clock at the home of Oct. 28 at the meeting of Seaside
North Haven appointed exr.; Wll- was attended by more than 125
| ernoon at her home on Commercial ; The:r home was beautifully decorat- liam W. Hall, late of Salem, Mass., members and guests ,the latter in
Mrs. H. F. Leach.
Chapter, OES. A program of en
street, the event being a shower for cd with Fall flowers for the occa- deceased, foreign will filed and al- eluding a large delegation from
Robert Knowles, to which Miss tertainment is beir.g arranged by
Mrs. Katherine Spear of Camden, slon by Mrs. Fred J. Overlook. About lowed; Sarah J. Richards late of g(wslde chapter Camd
June Parks is to be married Oct.
as
Mrs. Blanche Bishop.
Supposing she was attending a 70
u caUed extend
cpn. Camden, deceased, Sarah C. Ingra27. is of Kej- West. Fla., instead of
Julia Spear, daughter of Mr. and
birthday party for the hostess, gratulatlcns and g00d wishes and ham of Camden appointed exx.; “ the specially Invited Chapters.
Miami, as recently reported.
Mrs. Forrest Spear, and George
, whose anniversary was near Mrs. were
[ed „
W.B.D. Q
The Baptist Junior Choir elected
Charles D. Sylvester, late of Friend-! Orient of Union, Forget-Me-Not
Gillmor, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alex
Spear was comp.etely surprised when and escorted „ Mrg Ue w Walker ship, deceased. Nellie C. Sylvester of ' of South Thomaston and Marguethese officers Monday night: Presi
Gillmor. entertained at a joint
•a huge package was left at the door t0 the scuthwn )ivln room where Friendship applonted exx.
dent, Leona Frisbee; vice presidents,
, rlte
Vinalhaven. D.D.O.M. Eleaparty this afternoon at the home
by a messenger boy, addressed to c t flnd Mrg
rccelved
Virginia Roes and Doris Vinal: sec
Petltion
for
administration
grantnor
Gregory
oi the last named
of Mrs. Spear in honor of their
her In care of Mrs. Rhodes. On thgir guests
retary, Grace Paulsen; treasurer,
ed: Estate Elizabeth French, late of.chaPter was the inspecting officer.
third birthdays, which fall only
opening it she found many small, Mrs charl„ s;
ftnd Mrs Thomaston, deceased, Rodney E. • Supper was served in the banMarlon Hall; executive committee.
a week apart. Those present were
packages from her friends contain-,
Q
as hostesses Jordan of Thomaston, admr.
Lucille Gillis, chairman, Phyllis
|
hall, which was attractively
Mrs. Gilbert Harmon and daugh
ing dainty gifts After a 1 were dis- ajjd Mrs Edward Q Weston had
Hall and Percy Stanley.
Petitions for license to sell real decorated with Autumn leaves. Fall
ter.
Nancy:
Mrs.
Harry
Tounge.
played
and
admired
lunch
was
e
of
fe
.
General Knox Chapter will be
estate granted: Estates, Margaret B°wers. jack-o-lanterns, with black
served and a social time enjoyed. fle;hment table
most attrac. M. Starrett, of Warren, presened by a"d crange candles and Halloween
hostess Wednesday at a meeting of and daughter, Barbara; Mrs. AlThese present were Mrs. Marjorie Uv
a
ed wJth * ,ace clpth Charlotte F. Hawes, of Union, gdn.; p ace cards gracing the tables
the District Council of the D A.R bert Rhodes and daughter, Judith;
at^M^m^ier^The'forenoon session
Ornlan Goodwin and daughTounge Mrs. Vlra TTromas. Mrs.
servtoe # „nterplece of yel.
The ritualistic work wa$ effec
Ernest L. Starrett, Jr., and Ruby F.
will open at 10.30 and the afternoon
Sandra; Mrs. Herbert Inman
There two Hereford steers were ard Wallingford Auburn; Nealand
low chrysanthemums and carna- Starrett. minors of Warren, present tively carried out by the officers,
at 2.30. At 12.30 luncheon will be and daUghter, Lo“' ^rs, Charks raised by brother and sister. Rich- Knight, Buxton; Eugene Mosher, men, Mrs Mabel Weymouth, Mrs. tions and a yellow taper at each end.
and in a manner that received the
served at the Knox Hotel and any- ®aWVr" and s°n' PeUu,Ml'l Yf ard and Ruth Duran of Cram Road. Farmington; Carroll Wadsworth. Spear, Camden and the hostess^ Oth- Mrg Nathanie, Andrews dipped ed by Irven A Gammon of War highest praise from the inspecting
one wishing to attend should make
Thurston of *>*£«*. Mrs. Bangor. The steaks, roast s and Hiram; Earl Ellsworth, Farmington; ers bidden but unab.e to attend were cjd€r and ices caRes flnd weddlng ren, gdn.; Herbert L. Simmons, late officer, with Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
reservations with Mrs. Hazel Anza- Clarence Thomas. Mrs. William E. other cuts from beeves fed and Ralph Shirley, Fryeburg and Mal- Mrs Blanche McCobb Mrs, Phyl- cake were
by Mrs Haroid P of Friendship, deceased, presented Smith substituting as candidates.
lone not later than Monday.
I Reed- Mrs- M w
and Mrs
Ils Munroe Mrs* Evelyn Goodwin •
Mks M1]dred
Mlss by Mertland G Simmons of Friend At the close of Mrs. Gregory's
raised by 4-H Club boys and girls of colm Harrlng, Dover-Foxcroft.
ship, admr.
and
Mrs.
Lucy
Stevenson,
also
of
The Baptist Sunday School George H. Ingraham.
remarks she received a gift pre
Dorothy Starrett and Miss Jane
the State will be featured this weekFirst National officials point out
Petition for confirmation of trus
Council meets Monday night at 7
“Go to Church Sunday" will be end in the markets of First National that this is the tenth consecutive Camden.
sented by the worthy matron. Re
Miller.
tee
granted;
Estate
Sarah
A.
Barnes,
Mr.
Lane. Jr.
at the vestry The Baptist Ladies' , observed at the Baptist Church Stores which purchased 21 animals year of the Company's participation
marks were also made by Grand
. . and. ,Mrs.„Charles
.
...
Capt. and Mrs. Creighton were
Circle meets at the vestry Wednes- Sunday at the 11 o'clock service, at the recent auction sale at the in 4-H Club steer auctions in New “nd„dlU£‘l.t", X1arl.°"2efL.F. ‘,d.:,J;' married Oct. 16, 1890 at her home late of Camden, deceased, presented Adah Marguerite Payson of Wash
by
Walter
B.
Barnes
of
Waverly,
day afternoon for business at 5 Rev W F Brown, will have as Fryeburg Fair, the largest beef cattle England, prompted by the desire to for Summit. N. J., where they will 1 on Wadsworth street, Rev. G. P
ington.
Mass., trustee.
# wr
o'clock and supper at 6. The topic , subject of his sermon. "Heil Jesus!" sale of the year In any one New encourage the splendid steer-feed- visit Mr. and Mrs. James Tattan.,
At the business session an Invi
Petition for allowance granted:
They will also vlrt in New York,
wafi *~formerly MKs Hattle
for the weekly prayer meeting at ' Mrs Charles Lundell will be the England State.
tation was received from St. Paul's
ing project as a character builder
returning home Oct 28.
’-Turner of this town and Capt Estate Charles S. Smith, late of Lodge F.A.M. to attend Its installa
the Baptist Church Thursday night soloist with a chorus choir. The
First National purchases included i for boys and girls,
at 7 o’clock is 'Our Enemies," the church school convenes at 9 45 and the State Orand Champion fed by
t
?
aP
„
’Creighton was a native of Warren Camden, deceased, presented by tion Nov. 1.
The Duran steers were the first to
sUfted hU
career at Charlotte M Smith of Camden,
fifth in a series on the 23d Psalm the Intermediate forum meets at Ivan Wallingford. Perkins Ridge be raised as a project of a Renob- Wednesday afternoon at the home
Mrs. Susie Auspland was chair
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Gould of 5 o'clock
The Young People s Road. Auburn at 36 cents a pound, scot County 4-H Club. First Na- of^anklh2 Clo“«h „ „
. I the age of 17 and at the time of his widow.
man of the supper committee and
Accounts allowed: Marion V. Gray, was assisted by Mrs. Elizabeth AnUpton Mass . are guests of Mr. , forum and the young men and wo- | and the second best or reserve ‘ tional paid Ruth 16 cents a pound,
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Crockett and
remenl ln 1917 had visited many
and Mrs. Luther Clark. Mr. and men's forums at 6. The mid-week champion steer of Donald Brown of or $164.16 for 1026 pounds: Richard son Harold went to Danforth Pn- European and South American late of Rockport, deceased, first and nls, Mrs. Ella Overlock and Miss
Mrs * Gould and Mr. and Mrs j devotional service will be held Augusta. 24 cents a pound. Other 14 cents for his 1062 pound steer or day to spend the remainder of the ports. Among the five-masters of Anal account presented by Carry E. Della Larson, with Mrs. Blanche
week with Rev. and Mrs. N. F. At which he had command during his Gray, exx.; James A. Betts, late of McDonnell. Mrs. May King, Mrs.
Clark accompanied by Mrs Mil- Thursday night at 7 39.
First National purchases were made $148 68.
Camden, deceased, first and final ac Veda Brown, Mrs. Evelyn Cunning
dred Rollins of Camden and Rock- I Mrs
Mildred Philbrook and of Harland Stevens. Turner; Glenna
career was the Harwood Palmer
The Maine beef will be sold at wood.
The Trytohe’.p Club will be enter
land Jones of Rockport went ' daughter. Ruth, are on a motor and Donna Plaisted, Augusta 'Bel- regular prices although Its cost repwhich he both built and command count presented by Nina A. Betts, ham. Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, Mrs.
tained Monday night at the home ed.. Mrs. Creighton sometimes ac exx.; Margaret F. Ames, late of Gorgia Rhodes, Miss Marion WeidThursday to East Belfast, where I trip tothe White Mountains
fast 4-H Clubt; Albert Smith of resents a substantial premium over
of Miss Mabel Pottle, instead, of at
The Congregational Good Cheer Bethel; Arch Leavitt. Turner; Rich-j the beef market.
they were .upper guest* of Mr and
companied her husband on his Camden, deceased, first and final man Mrs j0Seph Wheeler. Mrs.
the home of Mrs. Edith Overlook as
j Class will be entertained Tuesday
account presented by Edward E Effie Veazie and Mrs. Dorothy
Mrs. Oscar Gould.
voyages.
previously announced.
Ames, exr.; George E. Clark, late of Young as waitresses.
Mrs. Ellis Young is substituting at the home of Miss Helen Rich.
Three
sons
were
born
to
Capt.
and
Sunday at the Methodist pi CAO A(UT POINT
Mrs. George Porter of Searsport Mrs: Creighton. Maynard of Green Rockland, deceased, first and final I
-----------------in the Fourth Grade for Mrs. : The supper planned for the occasion subject
Church at 10 30 by the Rev. Wes, , ’
„„ „
was recent guest at the home of Mr i wich. Conn. George of East Milton account presented by Velma Clark, cnUTH HflPC
!
has
been
postponed.
Robert Libby who is ill.
ton P Holman. A F Sherman Is
Mr “"d Mrs
Vung were and Mrs. Frank Flanders.
exx ; Clara E. Crockett, late of, SOUTH HOPE
Mr and Mrs. A O. Pillsbury are in charge of the music. Church ^esU _last weekend of^Mr. and
Mrs. Nancy J. Schwartz has reSunday will be family day at the I Mass., and John of Waterloo, Iowa. Rockland, deceased, first and final I
and /7s' “arC*’l“ Ta>lor
turned to her home in Rockland at the New Pork World's Fair.
school and Bible classes will meet Mrs. Herbert Spear. They mo- Methodist Church. Every member , There are eight grandchildren. Nor account presented by Ensign Otis. **ompanied by Mr and Mrs. Lyafter a visit w;th Mrs Horace ] Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Small of Banman and Jane of Greenwich. James,
exr; William K Clinton, late nf
last ™*end to
' gor were guests Thursday of Mr
Keizer.
re <>•
and Everett of East Milton.
McRae, superintendent.
Happy
h— - that vicinity. They
»t
the
morning
serv
Rockport
deceased,
first
and
flnaf
H<wajd
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davis are and Mrs. Wallace Page.
Elaine, David and Reger of Wa
Hour serv ice will be at 7 o'clock ot^,tr, placel_tn_
called on Frank Fillmore at New *orsh.p at 11 oclok. The paste terloo.
“Fainting" will be the sermon
account presented by Winifred L. Rnox Hoslu] g {gw
J
spending the weekend in East
with song service and message by Harbor
|
will
speak
on
"Where
was
Zebedee?
Clinton, exx ; Lucy E Wlnchenbach
fQr obsenation
Pepperill. Mass.
the pastor on the subject “A Wo
or "Who is Absent from the Family
late of Thomaston, deceased, first
Mr
Mrs. Lucy Venner and Miss Delia The tea table was attractively arByron Coombs is seriously ill at
man's Fall.'' Mrs. Weston P. Hol
Pew and Why?"
The Sunday RAZORVILLE
and final account presented by Ever- tended Topsham
Bickmore are at the Hotel Minerva ranged with service of silver,
his
home.
man will be the soloist. Church
School Rally Day and Promotion
Abbie Cramer and Edith Over ett O. Wlnchenbach of Thomas. on. MUs Hop€
who has em.
in Boston this Winter.
aquamarine candles in silver holdMrs. Carl R. Gray recently re
night service will be held Thurs
service postponed from last Sunday look were visitors Sunday at the Exr.; Grace A Flood, late of Rock
Mrs. Lura Libby was guest as- ers and a centerpiece of chrysanturned home from New York where
ployment
in
Rockland
spent last
day n.;;ht in the vestry at 7 o'clock
will be held at 7 o'clock next Sun home of Mrs. Alice Morse.
land, deceased, first and final ac weekend with her parents Mr. and
soclate matron and Leroy Seekms ihemums. Those invited were Mrs.
and the choir will rehearse Friday* , she spoke at the Department of day evening.
L.
P.
Jones
is
employed
remodel

guest associate patron at the ob- : Robert Libby, Mrs. Willis Spear,
count presented by Wlnnifred C. Mrs. Maynard Bowley.
Religion at the New York World's
night.
Prln. George Cunningham with ing the Interior of Augusta Cramer
servance of Guest Officers' Night Mrs. Guy Lermond. Mrs. Philip
Vidlto, exx.; Emma A. Kuhn, late of
Fair.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Tounge. Jr.,
eight of the High School students residence,
at Crystal Chapter. OES.. in Greenleaf. Mrs. Karl Stetson. Mrs.
Rockland, deceased, fifth and final estate presented for notice: Estate
Mrs. Esther Herrick and children
and daughter. Barbara, will leave
attended the District Hi-Y meeting
Cattle buyers are numerous here.
Damariscotta Wednesday night. Leroy Seekins.
Mrs.
Charles
account of Edward K Gould, de Laura A. Ingraham, of Camden, pre
Dana
Jr.,
Mabel
and
Frank
and
Sunday
to visit
relatives
in North
------..............
—
--------------__________________________
_
______
_
i
at
lhe
Camden
Y
M.C.
A.
WedM
rs
Gertie
Turner
was
recent
Other Grace Chapter members at- Knights. Mrs. Harry Slader. Mrs
ceased trustee, presented by Fannie sented by Eva J. Storms of Camden,
Reading. Mass., and wiU return nf
Infcday night, preceded by a sun- guest of Geneva Chapman.
tending were Mrs. Madolin Spear. 1 Blanche Vose, Mrs. Edgar Libby. home Tuesday. Dr. Toung-i will
Leslie Young ppr Ip the group were Bernard "
and Mrs Albert Cueiner of D. Gould, executrix of will of said gdn.
Mrs. Faye Stetson. Mrs. Dorothy Mrs. Norman Simmons. Mrs. Ellis read a paper Monday night at the an , ' and
Petition for perpetual care of
Lawrence Sump- . Andrews, Elbert Ranqulst and Car- Belfast visited Sunday at Maud Edward K Gould; Carl Raymond
Libby. Mrs. Bernice Knights and Young. Mrs. George Gardiner, Mrs.
1 roll Richards of the
.
_
i Howard's.
Gray, late of New York, N. Y., de burial lot presented for notice:
graduate internes’ reunion at I son for a few days recently.
Senior Class;
Mrs. Bertha Seekins.
Forest Stone. Mrs. Orvel Williams.
ceased. first and final account pre Estate Carrie H. Hodgman. late of
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Seavey Harold Han and David Eaton
Newton Hospital.
Mrs. Nellie Crocker and daughMr. and Mrs. Ralph HofTses have Mrs. Josephine Stone. Mrs. RichNeil Keenan —
of Worcester. Mass.. we" v‘si“”'s, Sunday in Camden. | juniors; Maynard Ingraham and ! ter, Frances, Mrs. Abbie Cramer sented by Harriette Flora Gray, exx ; Camden, deceased, presented by
......................
removed from Mrs. Evelyn Snow’s ard Feyler, Mrs. Hollis Young. Mrs. has assumed his duties as manager „
ana Mrs. LeKoj seaiey and WaIter Whittier, sophomores; Ralph and Edith Overlock attended serv- Mark E. Rowell, late of South Alexander R Gillmor of Camden,
apartment on Green street to the Margaret Lake-man.' Mrs. Forrest
St‘mps<)n i Staples, freshman
| ices Sunday at the BapUst Church Thomaston, deceased, first, final and exr.
of the Comique Theatre.
house owned by Mr s Arthur Pills- Young. Miss Dorothy Starrett. Miss
celebrated their wedding annlver- ’' Mr. and Mrs. Burton Lowell, Mr. j ln Waldoboro, the local Eastern balance account presented by Fred
Petition to transmit personal
bury on Green street.
Helen Studley, Miss Barbara BatchI ?arl,e,s,Tu€sday *n Rockland and i and Mrs Leman Oxton and Mr, Star Chapter attending in a body W Rowell, exr.
estate presented for notice: Estate
The annual inspection of Grace elder and Miss Helen Stetson.
NORTH BURKETTVILLE
waidoboro.
Petitions for probate of will pre Charles H. Frazier, late of Philadel
and Mrs. Guy Annis attended the
Mrs. Vinnie Bowes has been
Chapter. O.ES.. will be held Wed- ■ Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lermond spent
Mrs. Susie Maddccks visited reMr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse, en- Masonic installation Thursday in passing a few days with Maud How sented for notice: Lottie M. Water phia. Pa., deceased, presented by
nesday night with the worthy yesterday at Guilford and on re cently with her cousin. Miss Kath- tretained friends at their cottage Washington.
man, late of Appleton, deceased, Charles 8. Cheston of Whltemarsh,
ard who has been ill.
grand matron, Mrs. Alice Graves I turn last night were accompanied artne Thurston.
Sunday.
Bessie B. W. Luce of Camden named Pa., and Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
S.
Cunning

of Brownville, the inspecting offl- from Fairfield by Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs Gladys Turner is caring for
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dunn have
exx.; Frances R. Porter, late eof Company of Philadelphia. Pa., exrs.
cer. Supper will be served pre- I Walter Modarelli and Dr. Edward the home of Mrs. Lelia Turner | moved to their new home for- ham and daughters, Nancy and ROCKVILLE
Camden, deceased. E. B. Ladd of
Accounts presented for notice:
Hope,
motored
to
Whitefield
today
ceding the meeting by a committee Alessi, who were their guests for while the latter is making two merly owned by W. W. Hall,
Nathaniel Carroll spent Monday Winchester, Mass., named exr.; Ho Josephine Burns, late of Rockland,
for
a
brief
visit
with
his
parents,
consisting of Mrs. Leah Davis. Mrs i the evening.
weeks; visit in Bangor.
i-----------------Mr. and Mrs. Warren Cunningham. with his granddaughter Mrs. Robert ratio D Hall, late of Rockland, de deceased, first and final account
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Grover and W/FQT I IRPRTY
ceased, Cora E. Hall of Rockland presented by Robert C. Burns, exr.;
They were accompanied by Miss Cain in Camden.
on and Miss Arabelle Millay of
’
mons. Mrs Marion Grafton. Mrs returned yesterday from a visit ln son
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hunter were named exx.
Walter A. Low, late of Rockland,
Geneva
Fuller
who
will
spend
the
Winifred Slader and Mrs. Carrie Boston.
Rockland and Thomaston visited I Mr and Mrs- George Killen left
guests last weekend of their daugh
Petitions for administration pre deceased, first and final account
weekend
with
her
parents
in
Hal

Carroll.
| Sunday with their parents and ■ Tuesday for Pasadena, Calif,
ter and son-in-law Mr. and Mrs. sented for notice: Estates, Delorie presented by Lizzie E. Low, exx ;
In the Churches
i "here they will spend the Winter. lowell.
The evening of games sponsored , St. Bernard's Catholic Church, grandparents.
Mrs. Bertha Simonds, daughter i Ac«J Tuesworthy in Brunswick.
K. Law, late of Union, deceased. Alice Outhouse, late of Camden, de
Mrs Aubert Leigher and children
Mr :ind Mrs Charles Hammond Uura and Raymond Barnes of | Miss Emma Brewster of Bedford, Frederick L. Law of Whitefield ceased, first and final account pre
by the High School Alumni Asso- Rockland. Mass at 8 and 10 45 a m
elation and held at the High
s, John.s Church At g a
' Frank and Muriel and Mrs. Ever- , and Clara Hammond of Belfast are Providence returned home Thurs- Ma“ - pas-ed a few days with her named admr.; Henry W Starrett, sented by Myrtle M. Jones, exx.;
ett Fish were callers Sunday at ' eni°y*n8 a vacation at Liberty Inn. day after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. I mother.
School Gymnasium Thursday night i Roly Eucharist
Pannle Brewster and late of Warren, deceased, Arthur E. Mertie L. Simpson, of Rockland, sec
Mrs E,hel Sherman recently Kenneth Daucett.
was well attended and a financial ■ st Oeorge s Church, Long Cove Marcelle Cunningham's in Union.
Thur®d»y wa* aec°"lpan- Sterrett of Warren named admr.
ond account presented by Elisha
Mrs. Ida Jones, daughters Ger- j went to Livermore Fails where she
success, more than making up the SatUrday, at 7.45 a. m. Holy EuchaCapt. Ernest M. Torrey returned ied by lier motber, who will pass
Petition for license to sell real W. Pike, gdn.
dencit in the treasury of the as- *
aldine. Arlene and Annie, and sor.
pass the Winter with her Thursday from Community Hospi- !
Winter with her
sociation.
Winners at auction Federated Chu/ch. Sunday School Ernest of Razorville were visitors 1 father. P E. Hinds.
tai where he has been a med.cal' Mr ®nd Mrs. E IL Perry spent
Lester Stevens of Turner was a patient for several weeks.
were Maynard Spear. Mrs. Clement at 9 45; worship at 11. The sermon Friday at the home of Mr. and
Ilait we«kend
Mr. and Mrs.
; business caller last Saturday in
Moody. Mrs. Henry Montgomery. ' topic is "The Truth and What It Mrs. Frank Esancy.
Hiss Ann Townsend closed her , George Gurney In Lewiston
Guests last weekend at Arthur itowncottage on Mechanic street ThursMr. and Mrs. Willis Bronkie
and Mrs. George Davis; at con- i Costs.” The Federated Choral Astract prizes were awarded Mrs ] sociation will sing the anthem "O Leigher’s were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph ■ Mr and ^rs Claude Archer day and returned to Philadelphia. son Pete( of Chicago and
rs.
New Low Prices on Fuller B rushes
, Bronkle's father are guests of Mr.
Arthur Elliot. Miss Rita C. Smith i Master. Take My Hand." by Schuler, Leigher. Mrs. Laura Cheney, Miss spent Sunday in Palermo as guests her Winter home.
was highest scorer in anagrams. Epworth League meets at 6 o'clock Edith Kittredge, Alden Lyford and I of Mr- and Mrs Almond WentMiss Dorothy Burns goes today Bronkle's mother, Mrs. Inez BronOrder Your Gifts of the Fuller Dealer Now
L. C. Sturtevant and Alfred Strout The evening subject at 7 o'clock Is the latter’s friend of Hopkinton worth and Elon Kitchen,
to Philadelphia where she will be kie and sister. Mrs. Edgar Hallowell,
at chess and Mrs. Guy Lermond "Resourcefulness and Foresight."
and Framingham. Mass.
They j Mr- ar»d Mrs. Harold Saban of employed during the Winter.
,
~
~
~~~
~ '
2 SPECIAL VALUES THAT ARE
at table bowling. Miss Jane Miller
A family party was held Wed- ' Providence, Mr. and Mrs. Newton
Baptist Church. Sunday School were also callers at Aubert j Palermo visited last Saturday in this
was ln charge of the candy sale. at f*45; warship at II. Music in Leigher s.
! community.
nesday night at the home of Mr. [Graffam, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
ALWAYS WELCOME AND USEFUL...
Miss Alice Tuttle left this morn cludes a ladies' trio, "My God, My
Recent visitors at Miss Minnie
Installation of officers of Liberty and Mrs. Kenneth Daucett honor- Graffam, Mr and Mrs Harold
ing for Annville. Penna.. where she Father, While I Stray," by Marston, Light s were Mrs. Jennie Mitchell Lodge, F.A.M., was held last Sat- ing the birthday
anniversary of Graffam, Miss Mildred Graffam.
Is to visit her sister. Mrs. Edward with incidental solo by Miss Gwen and Mrs. Effie Hazen of Mount | urday, Hugh Tuttle of Belfast serv Mrs. Roland Richards. Refresh- Mr. and Mrs. Roland Richards, Mr.
Fettoril and Mr. Fettoril during a dolyn Barlow, and a choral anthem Hero. Vt„ and Mr. and Mrs. Nel ing as Installing officer. Oyster i ments were served and many nice and Mrs- Kenneth Daucett and
stew supper was served.
vacation of two weeks.
I gifts were presented the guest of. daughter Mary.
"O Pray for the Peace of Jerusalem" son Calderwood of Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Turner have [ honor. Among those present were; '
Miss Belle Brown returned yes with incidental solo by Raymond K.
Elmer Light was a business
returned from a visit to the New Mrs. Bertha Simonds, Miss Laura
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
terday from a visit ln Portsmouth, Greene. The subject of the junior caller Monday in Union.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
N. H.
Mrs. Lucinda Grinnell is visit York Worlds Fair, and were also Simonds and Raymond Barnes of
sermon is "The Signboard” and for
Package of 3 Fuller Tooth
Mrs. J. Russell Davis and Mrs. the morning sermon Rev. Mr. Per ing her daughter, Mrs. Carrie guests of their daughters, Ruth and
Brushes and your
Louise.
Frank Hallowell gave a tea from ron has chosen the topic "I've Found Black in Palermo.
3 to 5 o'clock Friday compliment- A Friend." Christian Endeavor
choice of one can
ing Mrs. Eleanor L. Gregory of J meets at 6 o'clock with Mrs. Evelyn
of powder or tube
Vinalhaven. district deputy grand Perron the leader using as the
of
tooth paste.
• THIRD FINGER, LEFT HAND’’
matron of the Eastern Star. Mrs. topic "Chinese Pictures.” At 7
Edwin French of Camden and [o'clock the subject of the sermon is
REGULAR VALUE
Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton poured. "Let Both Grow Together."

Thomaston Couple Observe
Their Golden Wedding .
With Open House

Good News For Christmas Shoppers

Fuller Tooth Brush and
Powder Combination

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

Save Now

SJ.34

ON-

Ranges
Refrigerators
Washers

now

99c

A Welcomi

and

wnuosMs
Inexpensive Christmas Gift

FULLER SHOWER BRUSH

It’s time to do something about the

COMPLETE NEW ASSORTMENT

The invigorating bath and

weather in your home.

Some Are 1940 Demonstrators

shower brush everyone en

Some Are Reconditioned Used Appliances

Order D. & H. ANTHRACITE today,

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

CITE

These and other appropriate Fuller Brush Gifts
can be obtained of your Fuller Brush Dealer.
Prices lowest beyond comparison. Phone today

In The Thorndike Hotel Euilding

CEOT

ANT

COMPLETE
WITH TUBE

See Them At Our Thrift Shop

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Mvrna Loy and Melvyn Douglas comprise the screen’s latest battling
romantic duo. The two are seen together for the first time in “Third
Finger, Left Hand,” modern comedy of a woman so busy she has to
“invent” a husband.

POWE

joys. Delightful for shampoo, f

$2.50

All Are Values that You
Should Investigate

CALL 487

I

AIHE
■&MTAMY

F. L CLARK, Local Dealer
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W
125-127

122-124-126

very-Other-Day
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OCl ETY.
Miss Kathleen Dean who is a pa
tient at tlie Massachusetts General
, Hospital for an indefinite period
'y Will be pleased to receive cards
from her friends.
Prank O. Andrews and son Frank
lin of Hollywood, Calif., returned
Thursday, after spending a few
days with Mr. Andrews' sister. Mrs.
Frank W. Fuller. Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Lendon C. Jackson Jr. and
Miss Julia O. Littlefield motored to
Castine Wednesday, where they
visited the Training school.

Mrs. Hervey C. Allen, Sr, and Miss
Patricia Allen motored to Boston
yesterday accompanied by George A
Huntley and Kelsey Benner, who
are attending the Harvard-Army
football game today with Hervey
Allen Jr. Tomorrow the two boys
will be guests of Robert Allen in
Baltimore, and Monday will meet
Mary Mulholland, for whom they
will act as chauffeurs on a motor
trip to the west, traveling the south
ern route. They will go through
North Carolina, and will stop at all
points of interest, the trip taking
about 10 days.

Mrs. Frank S. Sherman enter
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry
tained at the Copper Kettle Wed- have returned from an extended
rhesday noon with a luncheon in motor trip to New York and the
i .honor of Mrs. Ernest C. Davis's White Mountains.
house guest Mrs. Nellie Pryor of
Sian Francisco.
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
night with Miss Jennie Trussell.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris P. Smith are Chestnut street.
in ^Boston for a short vacation and
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Post are at the
Mr. and Mrs. John Eaton and
Jmith house during their absence. daughter Earlene of Everett, Mass.,
and Mrs. F. E. Moorlan have reMrs. Robert Nivison and children turnerd from a motor trip to Ells
Robert and Susan of Appleton, Wis. worth, Bangor and Bar Harbor,
tare the guests of Mrs. Nivison's par- where they visited friends.
nts, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Blacklngton.
Frank F. Richards and son Har
Mrs. Harold Look entertained vey have returned from a week's
Wednesday night at a supper party trip through Connecticut. New
at her Holiday Beach cottage. York and New Jersey, visiting
Guests were Miss Christol Cameron. Woodbury Richards in the latter
Mrs. Henry Keating, Mrs. E. H place.
Cameron. Mrs.Israel Snow, Mrs. Leo
ult, Mr. and Mrs Sanford Dela
A group of young people from the
no. Miss Katherine Keating. Mrs. Epworth League of the Methodist
Helen D. Perry, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Church, chaperoned by Mr. and
Sherman, Miss Dorothy Sherman, Mrs. Robert Gregory enjoyed an old
Miss Joan Look. Miss Shelby Glen- fashioned hayride last night, in
denning, Harold Look and Harold spite of wind, rain and snow. Songs,
lock, Jr.
ghost stories, hot chocolate and ice
cream all helped to make a pleas
Miss Alice Harper of Cushing en ant evening. Those present were:
tertained a group of 31 friends at Bertha Coombs. Beverly Havener.
shower party Thursday night, at Edith Clark, June Chatto, Peggy
her camp, in honor of Miss Gladys Havener. Dorothy Trask. Harrietts
yiola Spear, whose engagement to Clark, Barbara Lasscll, Jean CalRobert B Gregory of Oien Cove was derwood, Leona Wellman, David
cently announced Miss Spear re Bicknell. Bill Hopkins, Herbert Elceived many beautiful and useful lingwood Bradford Ames, Kingsley
[ifts including linen, pyrex. Kitchen Strout and John Storer.
jtenslls and two complete dinner
sets Home-made ice cream, cake
Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield and
fend cookies were served to the Miss Helen McBride are spending
guests, who were Miss Dorothy Cas the week in Boston.
sidy and Mr. and Mrs. William
Spinney of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henrich and
Harry Crockett and daughter of son of Auburndale, Mass., are the
Thomaston. Irving 8awyer of Wal weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. A
doboro, Miss Gwendolyn Eastman of F. Russell.
amden Mrs. Bert Gregory and
daughter Nancy of Glen Cove, Mr.
Miss Barbara Blaisdell is attend
and Mrs. Lawrence Jones and chil ing the World’s Fair and visiting at
dren Arlene, Frances and Muriel, Red Bank. N. J., for two weeks.
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Harper,
Mrs. E Stewart Orbeton was
Joseph, Bernice and Beverly Harper,
'Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Haskell and among the speakers at a recent
children, Patricia and Robert, Mrs meeting of the Business and Pro
Woodrow Bradford and Mr. and fessional Women’s Club in Belfast
Mrs. Heroert Spear and daughter The Journal report says: “In ob
Judith of Cushing.
serving the main topic of the Na
tional Business Women’s Week. Mrs
"The Wreck of the Steamer Orbeton spoke principally on Wom
Portland’ second installment. is an's Suffrage and Equal Rights. It
featured today, page eight, in was a real historic review of women
"Steamboat Days.’
being released from home cares and
entering the business world with
Spencer Individual
Designing equal rights, especially in voting law
Service. Corsets, girdles, brassieres, making and Jury sessions, as well as
and surgical supports Mrs. Mona in State and National politics and
M McIntosh. 235 Broadway Tel. associations and conventions. Of
22-M.—adv
126*129 special Interest was her outline of
the activities of Susan Anthony,
Visit Lucien K. Oreen & Son for Frances Willard and Carrie Chap
Furs; Burdell's Dress Shop for man Catt. This is the second time
Dresses. Complete stocks always Mrs. Orbeton has spoken before the
on hand. New merchandise coming Belfast Club and left pleasant mem
In every day at moderate pricey ories of her visits." At the meeting
See them today. Odd Fellows Block. of this club Nov. 19. F. A. Winslow
School street, Rockland.
107-tf of Rockland will be guest speaker.

New Fall

Lamps
1940
1941
NEW LOW PRICES
NEW DESIGNS
New Hand Tailored

Silk Shades

All Lamps Complete
with Bulbs
LOWEST PRICES EVER

Starting at

$6.95
Complete

Also a Wide Variety of

PIN-UP AND TABLE LAMPS

CEMTI
POWK1

Education The Subject Pythian Reception
At Camden Chamber of
Commerce—Noted
Speakers Present

Ge rtrude Oliver of Friend
ship Honored As High
Official in Order

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. W. C Comstock of
Rockland have been spending the
past week with Mrs. Emma M. Tor
rey, the first week of Mr. Com
stock's vacation from H. H. Crie
I Co. was spent on an auto trip visitI ing various places in Maine.
Rev. and Mrs. Byrd Springer
have as guest for several weeks
I Mrs. Springer's mother, Mrs. Snapp
of Chicago.

Vocational education was the
A happy gathering was held
topic of the meeting of the Cham Tuesday night when the Pythian
ber of Commerce Thursday at St. Sisters of Friendship Temple held
Thomas Parish House. Dr. Ber a reception at the K. P. hall in
tram Packard. State Commissioner | Friendship to honor Mrs. Gertude
1 Reception to New Pastor
of Education, gave a general talk
A reception was held in the ves
on the need of vocational training
try Thursday night to welcome the
stating that "Maine has been back
One Should eat to live, not just new pastor and his wife. Rev. and
ward in vocational education.”
j live for what or.e can get to eat. Mrs. Byrd Springer who came here
Dr. Packard said "The college
Aug. 25, from the Franklin pas
• • • •
preparatory course should still be
torate.
When
one
gets
really
uppity
over
offered, but the great majority of
Their two daughters, two and
the pure blood of their Colonial
our boys and girls who do not go
four years of age. were present and
!
stock,
just
remember
that
the
Pibeyond High School should be pro- |
; ma tribe of Arizona with 97.9 per also Mrs. Springer s mother, Mrs.
The Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge
vided for in a more satisfactory ]
cent, has the largest proportion of Snapp of Chicago.
manner." He outlined the "gen
The vestry was made attractive
pure blood of any Americans today.
eral
shop"
program
which
Is
be

Mrs. Montoro R. Pillsbury has
Mrs. Clifford Smith gave a small,
• • • •
in household furnishings and bou
informal tea at Warrenton Friday an apartment in the Mayo house ing introduced in several schools
According to a recent survey, quets of Fall flowers and red ber
in Maine and showed how the
afterncon in honor of Mrs. Ern on Masonic street.
the
school patrol system has saved ries.
N.
Y.
A.
programs
have
aroused
est Davis and her guest, Mrs. Nellie
An entertainment of musical se
62.003
lives of children since its
Browne Club met last night at many communities to take more
Pryor, who has received much so
lections was enjoyed, and remarks
organization
in
1923.
cial attention while at her old home, the home of Mrs. Dorothy Crie, of an interest in vocational work.
• • • •
were made by Miss Harriet Long
James Hamlin, Superintendent
enjoying the renewal of friendships with Mrs. Ruth Pendleton assist
Much is being said these days and the several ministers present;
ing
hostess.
After
the
busintss
of earlier years. Mrs. Pryor is leav
of Schools of Sanford, gave an
about more training for marriage. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of Rock
ing for California this coming meeting, refreshments were served. interesting example of what is pos
The preparation for marriage in land; Rev. W F. Brown of Camden;
Tuesday with some stops enroute.
sible in vocational training. The
compulsory courses In home eco Rev. Harold Nutter of Morrill; Rev.
Ruth Mayhew Tent will have Sanford plan of introducing actual
nomics for both man and maiden Charles A. Marstaller of Rockland,
Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Twecdle re- a tummage sale at the Grand Army shopand min WOrk
jn theschool
is a thing worth consideration, and lastly Rev. Mr. Springer in ap
turned yesterday from a short visit ,,
Monday at 9 nnc* beano at 2.15. prOgram and ofgiving credit for
says the president of the Massa preciation of the hearty welcome
in Williamstown, N. B. where they Supf*r at 6' followed by business work done in the various indus
chusetts Society for Social Hygiene. given to him and his family .
attended the 100th anniversary of lneetlnJ al 7-30- Members are re- tries of his town was outlined.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver
Refreshments were served and a
He says the girl who can bring
the United Church of Canada.
quest*d
take ltem's °f interest
Richard Mathews Hallet, famous
pleasant
evening was spent by the
as
her
dowry
ability
to
manage
a
pertaining to Columbus Day; also author was a special guest of the
Oliver, gand guard of the Grand
large number present to greet Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W Choate ,"em^.r.s. havln$
magazines for , chamber and gave a humorous ex Temple of Maine, also district liome efficiently contributes much and Mrs. Springer In their new
to the stability and future happi
leave Monday for Flushing. Long the soldiers in Portland are asked temp<)rancous talk, using himself deputy of District 9 comprised of
field of labor.
ness of her life,
to take them to the hall.
I as g horrlble example of a -supCT.
Island. N. Y„ where they will make
seven Temples.
• • • •
! educated” man, who found hlma week's visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Representatives were
present
There has been broadcast a call CLARK ISLAND
At a meeting held Oct. 11 a club
; self fitted for nothing in particuWilliam Geddes.
was formed for all women of St. I lar at the end of his long years in from Camden, Thomaston, Warren to all young and older Americans
Mrs. Dorothea Gross entertained
and Yarmouth. On account of the to collect and write down all folk
Bernard's parish. Two meetings will
last weekend her sister Miss Patricia
I
school.
severe
rain
and
other
conventions
The League of Women Voters be held each month, one a business
tunes they remember of their Emmons and friends Miss Hilda
A general question period fol being held throughout the State,
will hold a study group Monday aft and the other a social affair. The
youth, in order to preserve them Sprague. Alton Johnson Jr, and
lowed
the
meeting.
many letters of regret were sent for posterity. What is desired is
erncon at 2.30, at the home of Mrs. first meeting was business, and
William Linton of Belfast.
by Grands and Past Grands who truly American folk tunes. The
Horatio Cowan, Talbot avenue. those officers were elected: Presi
Herbert Maker is employed in
were
unable
to
attend.
There will be a discussion of the dent. Mrs. Molly Wynne; secretary,
committee hopes to compile and Massachusetts.
In the receiving lint were Mrs publish these. These are to be
pamphlet "The Awkward age in Miss Rose Flanagan; treasurer, Mrs.
The Aim-On Club, O.E.S. of Ten
Oliver, George Gray, grand pre sent to Mrs. Phyllts L. Hanson,
Civil Service.”
Kathleen Duff; trustees. Miss Mary
ant s Harbor met Friday with Mrs.
late;
Hazel
Deane,
past
grand
Famous Magazine Com
i A. Brown and Mrs. Beatrice Lawchairman of National Competitive Leslie Milne.
of Yarmouth: Rev. and Mrs. Music Clubs of Boston Tlie ConKennebunk Star: Rev. and Mrs. ison: or8anist. Mrs. Jane Foley. All
Mrs. Jessie Williams is visiting
panion To Thousands— chief
Sidney Packard of Camden.
was held at Hotel Ven- her brother Thomas Williams in
ver.tlon
Oscar W. Stuart motored to the women of the parish are urged to
Appeals To All Ages
Mr. Gray was mailer of cere deme.
3t'",r’gt''n.
Holden (Mass.) hospital Wednesday (J0*11' ^or manY interest.ng activities
monies. prtsentlr.g this pleasing
• • • •
to visit their daughter, Mrs. Frank are Plann«d- The next social meetJohn Caven is employed building
Hundreds of thousands of boys
Here is real faith and good a nan to I ewis Fiske's cottage.
Conforti (Ruth Stuart) who underwi" **
Oct. 30. at 7.30 in and young men read The American program: Vocal solo by Phyllis
MacFarland with Llewellyn Oliver, works. In Longmont, Col.. Miss
Ralph Caven of Connecticut re
went an operation at that institu ■ the basement of the church.
Boy Magazine every month and con
accompanist; selection by the or Julia Milbrandt, aged 80 years, is cently made a short visit at his
tion on Tuesday.
I The Garden Club committees for sider it more as a living companion chestra, Richard Clifford, piano, now culling her third set of teeth.
heme here.
the musical program and tea to be. Ithan 45 a ma8azine
Mrs. Clifford, 'cello, Mr. MarFar- She needed food that requires
Mrs. Wilbur Allen is ill.
A card partj’ sponsored by Girl ’ held Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock I “It s 85 much a buddy to me as land, violin; violin sclo, Mr. MacMrs. Leslie Milne attended the
Scout troops No. 2 and No. 3 was m the Universallst vestry are. gen- ra5' neighborhood chum, writes one Farlaf.d. Mr. Oliver accompanist. chewing, she said, and store teeth
held Thursday night at the Tower eral chairman. Mrs. Harris W. Cram, i high school senior
The American Greetings from the Orand Temple did r.ot agree with her. so she inspection of Forget-Me-Not Chap
room Community Building, with 14 and hostesses, Mrs. A J. Bird, Mrs I Bo>' seems to understand a boy s officers and Past Grands and let prayed with faith that the Lord ter O.ES. of Tenant's Harbor
tables. The affair was arranged by John I. Snow, Mrs. Edward J. Hel- problems and considers them in ters of congratulation were lead would give her another set of real Thursday.
Capt. and Mrs. Cifford Wilson of
members cf the troeps committee ;ier, Mrs. George W. Smith, Mrs. Isuch a sympathetic and helpful way. and speeches were made by Mrs. teeth and He has. It Just took
with Mrs. Seymour Cameron as Carroll Hcwe. Mrs. Arthur P. K gives advice and entertaining Dean. Mr. Gray, Rev. and Mrs. simple faith in prayer to get them, Bristol, R. I., were recent callers on
their uncle John R. Williams. They
she said.
chairman, assisted by Mrs. Elmer E. Haines, Mrs. Henry B Bird, Mrs , reading on every subject in which a Packard.
• • • •
were on their return trip home after
Trask Jr., Mrs. Floyd Reams, Mrs. 1 Eugene E. Stoddard, Mrs. Keryn ap , young fellow is interested. It is
Mrs. Mabel Beale. In behalf of
The workman placed his ladder visiting Canada.
Raymond Perry. Mrs. H. L. Banks, Rice. Miss Carrie.Fields will pre- | particularly helpful in sports I
Friendship Temple presented to against the clock tower and was
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Childs and
Mrs. Edward Chisholm .Mrs. Wil-!sjde at the tea table, and will be made our school basketball team be- Mrs. Oliver a beautiful silver steak
about to wasli the face of the town laughter and Mrs. Wellman of
liam Koster, Mrs. Evelyn Pcaslee. i assisted by Mrs. Allan J. Murray. j cause of playing tips Iread in The tray, the recipient responding with
South Hope, Mrs. Myrtle Simmons
clock.
Mrs. Harry Ross and Mrs. Ralph 3grs David S. Beach, Mrs. William ; American Boy '
gracious thanks M*s. Oliver also
’ Ah." said an elderly man, "Are and Rcy Spear of Augusta and Eu
Many
famous
athletes
in
all
sports
Smith. - Prize winners in contract Ellingwood, Mrs. George H. Avery,
received a white beaded evening you doing something to the clock?” nice Burton of Spruce Head were
were: Mrs. Frost, Mrs. Morey, Doro- Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan. Mrs. Henry credit much of their success to help bat. money other gi'ts and cards.
"No, sir," replied the workman. recent callers on Mr. and Mrs.
thy Thomas and Lawrence Carey. | J Clukey, Mrs. Joseph Dcndls. Mrs. ful suggestions received from sports
The hall was tastefully decora "I'm just a bit shortsighted, that's Charles Butler.
articles
carried
in
The
American
In auction, prize winners were; Vina Oraves and Mrs. Ethel Borgerted with potted plants and cut aU.”
Boy Magazine. Virtually every issue
Carolyn Thompson, Mrs. Willis An son.
• • • •
flowers. The four letters repre
offers advice from a famous coach
derson. Mabel Bow’.ey, Viva Jame
NEW HARBOR
senting the four principles for
Hint-—try this with your after
A "farewell party" was tendered or player.
Football, basketball,
son, Mis. Ralph Clarke. Edith Hal
Dexter Smith and family of Ban
which
the
Pythian
oroer
stands
noon cup of tea. Take 2-3 cup
lowell, Gertrude Heal. Evelyn Cam Mrs. Beatrice Hanrahan Phllbrook track, tennis, in fact every major were made by Josie Lawry, a
gor are spending the weekend at
sugar and the grated rind of three
eron and Mildred Richardson. In 63 yesterday afterucon at the Vain sport is covered in fiction and fact member and lifelong friend of
oranges and three tablespoons of their cottage.
the prizes went to Mrs. William street home of Mrs. Ernest Max- articles.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Diehl
Mrs. Oliver. The letters were cov orange juice. Mix and spread on
Teachers, librarians, parents and
Kester and Mrs. Clarence Rackliffe. field. Friends and fellow em-layes
passed
last week at their Summer
ered with the colors representing white or any dark bread that has
Mrs. Frost also won the towels given of the J. A. Jameson Co. paid leaders of boys' clubs also recoin the four stations. Purity. Love,
home here.
been
well
buttered
and
toast
in
the
by the Scout Committee. Ice cold their warm ttspevts on the eve of , mend The American Boy enthusias Equality and Fidelity, and were
Mr, and Mrs. George Stouh of
oven.
coca cola was served through the Mrs. Philbrooits departure J. 4 tically. They have found that as a suspended over each station, add
Westfield, Mass., are visiting Mr.
• • • •
courtesy of the Coca Cola Bottling Jameson made the presentation general rule regular readers of The ing much to the attractiveness of
Our good friend of State Chat on and Mrs. Arthur Russell.
Co. Many courtesies were shown speech for the group as he hand American Boy advance more rapidly
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bailey and
the
17th called attention thus: "This
the
hall.
such as donations the co-operation ed Mrs. Pmlhreok a going away and develop more worthwhile char
Mr.
and Mrs. John Poole motored
is
the
night
to
watch
a
sky
show,
Ice cream ar.d erke were
of committee and friends in mak- gilt. Buffet lunch was served, the acteristics than do boys who do not
Sunday to Augusta where they en
with
Jupiter
and
Neptune
perform

served
by
the
committee,
Mabel
ing up tables and bringing friends ,guests including Mrs. A. E. Hunt, read it.
Beale. Eda Lawry and Sadie Brown. ing.'' We did not know that Nep joyed a picnic dinner.
to play, for which the Scouts are Mrs. Emma Hill, Mr. and M:s ErTrained writers and artists, fa
Mrs. Estella McFarland is visit
nest Maxfi-ld, J. A. Jameson, mous coaches and athletes, explor Helen Simmons and Evelyn Beck tune ever got so far away from the ing friends in Waltham, Mass.
very grateful.
Ralph Choate. Ren Dodge, Jesse ers, scientists and men successful ett, other members of the com sun and we had been thinking all
Regina Thomas and friends of
Carroll. Frank French, Pcrkv in business and industry join with mittee were confined to their the time that it was Jupiter and Boss. Mass., passed the holiday
Saturn
that
were
doing
the
sky
homes
by
illness,
Carrie
MacFar

Bartlett. Edward Richardson a&d an experienced staff to produce in
land being appointed to serve in beauty stunts so close together. Are weekend at the Thomas cottage.
E. E. Mills.
The American Boy. the sort of read
There is a change in time in
we mistaken?
their stead.
GRAPHIC'S
• • • •
the Sunday School and church
Methebesec Club held its first ing matter boys like best.
The reception was charmirg in
The American Boy sells on most
Sweden is reported to be plan services; Sunday school from 1 to
, seasonal meeting yesterday tn the
every detail and ably manged by
newsstands
at 25c a copy. Subscrip
tower room, with 46 present. HosMr. Gray who is his cordial best ning double tracking and electri 2 p. m., and church services 2 to
THEATRE
•
fication of railway construction of 3 p. m.
. teases were the officers, Mrs. George tion prices are $2.00 for one year or in a master-of-ceremor.y role.
Camden
;
lej. x j I
$3.50 for three years. Foreign and
Mrs. Annie Fossett and Miss
roads and bridges and other pub
■ Avery, Mrs. J. A. Jameson, Mrs
Canadian rates 50c a year extra.. To
Louis Walker and Mrs. Allan J.
“To me the funnist thing in the lic works to give employment to Hattie Fossett spent last weekend
THIRSDAY, OCT. 1?
on a motor drive through the
Murray, and Mrs. George St. Clair, subscribe simply send your name, world can be the ridicluie of phon 300.030 Swedes.
THROUGH WED., OUT. 23
• • • •
address and remittance direct to
White
Mountains.
Miss
Caroline
Jameson
and
Mrs
ies and stuffed shirts in high
Introductory Week—Good-Will
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. McFarland
Old Flag To Museum
William Ellingwood.
After the The American Boy, 7430 Second places.’’—Charles Chaplin.
Give-Away
117*125
A Red Cross flag, used on a Red and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dupllsey
business meeting. Mrs. Avery gave Blvd., Detroit, Michigan.
“Modern Concise
Crass tert at the San Francisco have returned from a much en
a report of the Federation meetIf you've ever tried to find a key
Presidio during the Spanish Ameri- joyed motor trip through New
Encyclopedia”
, ing which was followed by a fine
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
hole
in the dark, you’ll appreciate
1 can War, will be sent to Washing- Hampshire, Massachusetts
and
Volume 1 Free
lecture by Capt. Keryn ap Rice
i ton to be hung in the Red Cross Rhode Island.
Pay handling charge of Vol. 2
! on the Chinese people and their the fact that the ignition keyhole
on the 1941 Ford cars is illumin
Museum at National Headquarters
Mrs. Carrie Gilbert is spending a
j language. The subject, which Just
SATURDAY, OCT. 19
ated when the instrument panel
where are many curios collected week in Massachusetts with rela
now is very timely, was intensely
Double Feature
lights are turned on.
from battlefields and scenes of tives. Her daughter Mrs. Helen
| interesting. Mrs. Rice read three
Come—Collect $30
major disasters since the Civil War. Kelsey of South Bristol is keeping
charming Chinese poems, "Morn
So Myrna "invented” a husband
• • • •
house during her absence.
ing Glory,” "Little Rain," and
“Days of Jesse James
... and then Melvyn, a perfect
It's
a
bad
thing
when a peat bog
Sunday and Monday
ROY ROGERS, GABBY HAYES
“Once More, Fields and Gardens.”
stranger, turned up and claimed
gets started burning. For about
A pekan is an animal. More com
plus
A display of beautiful Chinese
he was "Mr."! You’ll howl!
two years now, a huge peat bog monly known as the flsrer, it is
garments, shown by Mrs. Ella P
“Yesterday’s Heroes”
near Huntington, led., has been one of the largest and handsom
BEAVTY
Grimes, brought the program to a
burning away and destroying trees est of the weasel family.
with’: vet!
“Terry and the Pirates” close.
The wy earth
by the heat and fire at their roots.
Chapter 2
«m crimen. .
• • • •
frea the MeW
et men lacked i
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
China has sent thousands of em
in a life and
broideries to this country this past
Four Great Stars result in Three
death struggle
Cheers
year, and she is now improving her
WATER PIPES RENEWED
cotton seeds to meet the cotton
“BOOM TOWN”
AND WIRED OUT
shortage. China is a wonderful
Clark Gable
Spencer Tracy
NEW SEWERS LAID
country.
Claudette Colbert, Hedy Lamarr
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
• • • •
3A
PLUGGED
TUESDAY—ONE DAY ONLY
American
sugar
has been shipped
SEPTIC TANKS * CESSPOOLS
Viclw
into Greece this past year much
Debutante Stowaway in Trailer
AND CEMENT WORK
HcUfk
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
more than ever before. The people
Great Comedy Sequence;
hkilWer
It’s Great!
of Greece are learning to consume
Aiit
it with more zest than ever before.
“Cross Country Romance’’
•.
is
• • • •
Wendy Barrie Gene Raymond
TEL. 1I87-R,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Tuesday and Wednesday
The United States of Brazil con
To Relieve Misery of Gilds
sists of 20 States.
Mothers everywhere are discov
• • • •
LTb. YEM’S
ering how easy it is to relieve
More than half the population
misery of colds with a “VapoRub
COMEDY
Massage"-relleve
coughing, mus
HIT.'
of Panama is of mixed races.
cular soreness or tightness.
•
•
•
•
tapaMlIALBURh
With this more thorough treat
Jimmy: “I wonder why they call
ment, the poultice-and-vapor
MR. PIERRE of New York and Lewiston
temuGRtNYIllf •
action of Vicks VapoRub more
the mission boxes ‘mite boxes’?"
has now joined our staff
effectively PlNETRATES irritated air
Billy: "Because you might put
passages with soothing medicinal
“GET-ACQUAINTED” SPECIAL
something in it and you might
NOW PLAYING
vapors... STIMULATES chest and
back like a warming poultice or
not.”
“KIT CARSON”
$7.00 Steam Oil Permanent Wave
plaster... STARTS RELIEVING misery
• • • •
with
right away! Results delight even
$3.50
Ethel Barrymore at 60 years says
JON HALL, LYNN BARI
old friends of VapoRub.
The remainder of the month
that hard wonk is the only recipe
TO GET a “VapoRub Massage”
TODAY
for success in any line of theatri
with all its benefits - massage
Beauty Aids, 35c
VapoRub for 3 minutes on IM
cal work. It was in the year 1394 |
ROY ROGERS in
PORTANT RIB-AREA OP BACK
that she made her debut as Julia
"RANGER AND THE LADY”
as well as throat and chest in “The Rivals.” Today she is
spread a thick layer on chest,
m playing successfully an old lady
cover with a warmed cloth, be
TEL. 122
SURE to use genuine, time-tested
266 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
2.00, 6.30, 8.30 part, but tomorrow she may as ac
Week Days,
VICKS VAPORUB.
126*129
3.00, 6.30, 8.30 ceptably play the part of a brilliant
Sundays,
R. O C K U A M
young thing,

American Boy

C OMIQUt

A MYTH IS AS
GOOD AS A MALE!

for

i

A BOON TO ISLANDERS
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INE
IMPAMY
125-126

NOW IS THE TIME!

Vicks Way

S. E. EATON

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

Strand

The Ford is the only low-priced
The world series will be rememcar to offer an eight-cylinder en- bered fo>* Its beautiful Indian Sumgine.
mer weather—with no Indians

Winter In St. Pete

->

STEAMBOAT DAYS

■>

An informal pictorial history'of steam navigation in Fenobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

».. .. .. ....

Every-Other-Day
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Floridians Getting Ready
For Annual InfluxSocial Events

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

St. Petersburg. Fla., Oct. 14.—Al I

What our llghtkeepers and coasFguardsmen are doing
Autumn leaves turn from Summer 1
to protect coastwise shipping by day axid by night.
green to the golden brown of Fall,
z
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
migration southward from Maine
z
Maine’s waterfront
and other New England States gets
underway before snow blankets the ,
mountains and sea ccast
Social events for the entertain- |
ment of seasonal guests are filling ;
St Petersburg's interesting calen- f
dar beginning with the annual
Halloween costume balls at the
Yacht Club and Lakewood Coun-[
try Club, Oct. 31, following through
with Armistice dinner dances ai
the Huntington and Suwannee.
Many Maine residents will be,
guests at the annual Orange Ball j
given by St. Petersburg’s Junior
College and Florida Military Aca
demy, Nov. 22. while the first of
Army and Navy Club dances is
scheduled for New Year's Eve.
St. Petersburg's most fashionable
social <event of the city, the annual I
Charity Ball will be held Jan. 24,
Goose Rock Light, North Haven, of which II. L. Kilton is Keeper.
closely followed by the colorful
, Cabaret Dance given by the Junior
Sterling called Tuesday afternoon
SEA TOWN
League. Feb. 14
In this salt-weathered town the men on Mrs. George Mitchell. Falmouth
Have quiet and sea-colored eyes.
The first meeting of the Maine
Gardens.
’’’be nresentation of this remarkable picture of stea ner Portland is made possible through the courtesy of
k-'W the gust, the scud ot
Tourist Society will be held Friday, They cloud.
Ralph Morrison of Fletchers
William S. Appleton, secretary of the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities, Boston.
The .a .cred signals of the skies.
Nov. 1.
Neck Coast Guard Station called
They
know
the
slant
of
homing
masts
Entertainments, beach parties and
Against the squall, against the light; Tuesday on Raymond Cameron.
NO. 69
she received through the night had first body in the surf at North boating trips are included among
They read the signature of stars
F. O Hilt. Adora Hilt and Wil
No steamboat history of Penob- weakened her . and finally the Truro, and later Captain Daniel many events arranged for the seaUpon tne wheeling chart of night.
lard Hilt visited Monday’ with Mr.
scct Bay would be complete without pounding of the sea under her Gould of Orleans recovered an son by the Maine Society to which Along these steep and narrow street* and Mrs. Frank Dawes of Cape
i nev co- the aim sea hungry men.
the tragic story of thp loss of the guards opened her up and allowed other near the mouth of Nauset all visitors from that 8tate are eligi To hoist their patched and study sails Elizabeth Light Station.
ble
to
membership.
And
beat into the wind again
steamer Portland in the great No tons of water to rush into the hull, Harbor. As bodies and wreckage
Miss Elizabeth Sterling was over
- Frances Frost
Among the early arrivals from
vember gale cf 1898 By special per flooding engine and boiler rooms, plainly marked with the steamer's
In Saturday Evening Post night guest Wednesday of her
mission of Dr. Thomas H. Eames of drowning the men working there, name came ashore, no doubt of the Maine are Robert Gough of Au
• • • •
aunt Mrs. R. T. Sterling.
Arlington Center. Mass., author, and depriving the ship of her power. Portland's fate remained in the burn; Robert F. Hall of Brewer; PORT I AND HEAD
F. O Hilt Charles Sterling. Miss
and arrangement with Prof. Milton The passengers above must have ex minds of the Cape Cod life saving I Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Sloat of Brunswith "Joie de Vivre" by
Registration day is over. What es Elizabeth and Marion Sterling
I
wick;
Mr
and
Mrs.
Walter
E
Ellis of University of Maine, man perienced a sense of horifled dismay crews. The hurricane however, had
and Mrs. R. T. Sterling attended
next?
a
aging editor of The New England as the vibration of the engines blown down all the wires along the I Kempf of Camden; Mrs W A. Billfuneral services Tuesday morning
The Hilts and Mrs. Sterling
Sheerer, yet stronger. Lovelier on your
Quarterly, there will appear in these stopped and the ship swung around Cape, blocked the roods with drift , ings of East Eddington; Mrs. Anna
for Samuel Clark. Jr., at Wilde
called
Tuesday
on
Mrs.
Fred
MoI
A.
Springer
of
Ellsworth;
Mr.
and
columns a decidedly "different"' broadside to the oncoming seas, ing snew, and washed out the
Memorial Chapel. Portland. In
legs. Choose Northmont . . . America's
tale of Marne's greatest marine dis lurching sickeningly and settling railroad at several points, so that Mrs A A Bates of Lucerne; C. T rong in South Portland and the terment was in Gray.
Dows
in
Portland.
most glamorous stockings! 70c and $1.00
aster.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Sterling.
deeper each moment. The water communication with Boston was en MacKenzie of Newport; Mr and
The
Sterlings
entertained
at
din

Mrs.
M
A.
Ciampi.
Jay
R.
Ciampl
tirely
cut
off
for
several
days.
Jr.,
entertained
at
dinner
Thurs

The Wreck of the Steamer Portland crashing into the helpless vessel
Meanwhile. Jn Portland and and Mrs Frank W Taylor of Port ner Monday evening Mr. and Mrs day evening at their home ln Port
would smash any lifeboats which
(Thomas Harrison Earnest
anxiety
was growing land; Mr and Mrs. Robert E Mc- Walker and Mr. and Mrs. Robert land. Adora Hilt Mrs. Martha
may have remained, tear off doors Boston.
Part II
Sterling, John Rcbinson. F O.
to
alarm
among
those
waiting Collor of Skowhegan; Mr and Mrs Sterling. Jr., of Portland.
and burst through windows and
R T. Sterling enjoyed a ride HUt and Willard R. Hilt
Many of the passengers were ports, ripping away the sheathing for the steamers arrival. Maine, as F. E Graham and Henry F. Gra
with the crowd Wednesday after
doubtless in their berths, too sea of the superstructure and washing in 1938. missed the full strength ham of Washburn
noon.
Jolin Lodwick News Service,
sick to notice the growing danger. helpless occupants of staterooms to cf the hurricane, and at Portland,
The Hilts and Dows were on a NOBLEBORO
Others probably retired early to death in a churning sea.
St. Petersburg. Fla
j it seemed incredible that the forty Public Cooking School (Electric)
trip
last weekend motoring to
the comparative safety of their
As she took her final plunge, the feur mile gale felt there should have
Nashua. N H. Arlington. Boston at Star Theatre, Waldoboro. Oct.
bunks rather than attempt to keep superstructure was probably torn harmed the ship and her passen
SIMONTON
0, Ort. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2 30 p.
and Lynn. Mass
their feet or sit up in the wildly away at the main deck and was gers. When she did not make an
The 41H Club met Monday aft- i Arthur Harlow and George m. Admission free. All food given
lurching saloon To landsmen in ]
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Milton Cloudman were recent guests ol away. Everybody welcome. Miss
their berths the experience must
French
June Freeman, demonstrator.
R T Sterling.
have been terrifying—the unfamiliar
Miss Blanche Morton is at home
124-133
Mrs. R. T. Sterling was guest
sounds of a wooden ship in a heavy
for a time after being employed Sunday of Mrs. Walker on a motor
seaway, timbers groaning under
369 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.
for the Summer at Bunny's Cafe trip and dinner at the White Mts. COURIEK-GAZETTK WANT Al»unusual
strains and
stresses,
in Camden.
WORK WOMIFRMrs. F. O Hilt ar.d Mrs R T
creaking and snapping as the ship
Warren Ulmer and Harry Smith !
worked and twisted the shivering
were
guests last weekend of Mr. and
blows of the huge seas as they
Mrs. Cecil Annis. They returned
crashed up under the guards or
Sunday to Fort Williams in Port
‘mashed cown on the deck, and
land.
now and then the wrenching .screech
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Cripps had
of wood and! metal as some article
as guests last weekend Mr. and Mrs.
of equipment was torn away by
Pearl Turner and Marcellus Turner
their force. Probably the lights
of Burlinton.
failed* sometime between 11 and
Miss Helen Cripps returned last
12 o'clock and the darkness inten
Saturday from Portland where she
sified the strange sounds of the ship
has been visiting relatives.
against the background of howling
Mrs. Oeorge Morton is spending
wind and pounding sea. In such
several weeks with her parents. Mr.
circumstances it would be easy to
and Mrs. Fred Collins in West
expect that each moment might
Rockport.
be the last.
Wmslcw Dillingham and Guy
From midnight to the sunrise
Annis motored Sunday to Mlilihour, barometers on the tip of
noket to visit Mr. and Mrs. Dar
Cape Cod registered 28.80 inches.
rell Pound.
Farly Sunday morning Captain
Miss Catherine Simonton re
Samuel O. Fisher of the Race Point
turned Friday to Knox Hospital
i ..e Saving Station , heard a
where she is a student nurse after
ftcamer's whistle blowing what
spending a two weeks vacation at
might have been a distress signal,
the home of her parents Mr. and
but it was promptly drowned in the
roar of wind and sea. Captain Fish
er sent his men out along the beach,
out for her had been kept all the
but nothing {more was heard and
way from Maine. Apprehension was
rcthing could be seen through the
now at a high pitch. All day Monthick, driving snow.
dya. relatives and friends besieged
A little later the schooner Ruth
the office of the Portland Steam
M. Martin was four miles off High
Packet Company, but the officials,
land Light and was fighting to
knowing no more than the agitated
keep clear of Peaked Hill Bar. Dur
inquirers could give no assistance,
ing a lull in the storm, visibility
Arrangements were made for the
improved and her master, Michael
revenue cutters Woodbury, from
Hogan, saw the steamer Portland
Portland, and Dallas, from Boston,
and the screw steamer Pentagoet,
to go in search of the missing vessel.
the former U.S.S Moccasin, off to
The Woodbury found no trace cf
leeward. Presently the storm shut
the Portland along the shores in
down again and the snow blotted
her
territory, but the Dallas came
both ships from view. The Pentaupon wreckage from a paddle
g;et was never seen again, and no
steamer off Peaked Hill bar.
wreckage from her has ever been
On Monday, Charles F Ward,
found. The Ruth M. Martin was
Chatham correspondent from the
finally swept over the bar and onto
Boston Herald, was at Hyannis
the beach, but was later refloated
when a telegraph message from an
and taken to Boston.
assistant
in Truro started to come
What had been taking place on
gest package of value, any way you
through. The wire went dead, but
board the Portland is a matter of
not until the fact that the Portland
care to look at it!
conjecture. After a terrible night,
It’s a SIZE sensation...this mas
had been wrecked was communicat
daylight and the lull which followed
You can easily carry six passengers
ed.
Connections
all
along
the
Cape
sive new Chevrolet for *41 ... in all Chevrolet sedans for '41—and
p-cbably gave courage to those on
Meet up with Thomas Harrison Eames, M. D„ author of the intriguing were broken, but realizing the im
beard, many of whom undoubtedly
with longer, larger,wider Fisher you carry them “first class,” too. For
had suffered injuries during the tale of "The Wreck of the Steamer Portland," and shown above wearing portance cf the news. Mr. Ward
bearded
a
work-train
that
left
Hy
a
life
preserver
from
the
ill
fated
craft.
Be
it
known
that
Dr.
Eames
also
wild hcurs from midnight to dawn.
Body... with "3-couple roomi owners say that Chevrolet’s de luxe
Knee-Action gives “the world’s
Probably the officers fixed their po wears the title of “President” of the Eames Navigation Co., with general annis at 6.30 p. m. At East Sand
ness” in all sedan models...tho smoothest ride.” And Chevrolet’s
sition by sighting Highland Light offices and docking facilities at Pier 62, Pleasant street, Arlington Center, wich the train was stopped by a
Mass.
washout, and he struck out for
end then made an effort to steam
longest, largest, most luxurious 90-h.p. valve-in-head “Victory” en
Sandwich on foot through the
around the point of the Cape to the
car
the leader has ever built! gine gives the modern maximum in
drifts.
Arriving
at
11
o
’
clock,
he
shelter of Provincetown Harbor, smashed to kindling wood. Those appearance early Sunday morn
over-all performance with over-all
Hcpe may have arisen as the vessel inside were thrown into the icy wa- ing. a report that she was still at hired a horse and rode to Buzzard's
Here
’
s
the
biggest
car
ever
built
by
economy!
Bay,
where
he
was
able
to
catch
an
'
ter
as
the
wooden
deckhouse
disinher
pier
in
Boston
was
generally
gradually fought her way toward
the leader . . . the biggest size-ful,
It pays to pick the leader... Chev
safety, but when the storm shut 1 tegrated. some being killed outright credited. This rumor was later early morning train for Boston with
*.*. .;
down again, the nearness of Peaked ! by falling beams and other debris, corrected, and w’hen General Man the first news of the disaster. Tues
the biggest eyeful, and the biggest rolet. . . . Better EYE IT, TRY IT,
day
forenoon,
a
message
from
the
others
being
caught
in
the
wreck

ager
Liscomb
had
been
unable
up
to
Hill Bar could not have but dis
money's worth ... in fact, the big BUY IT—today!
IT • • • TRY IT • •
IT!
turbed the officers and any others age and carried under the surface 10.00 Sunday night to locate the Herald office to Agent Williams
ended
the
long
suspense
of
the
familiar with the dangers of shoal to drown, while many who had Portland in any harbor with which
* THRILLING NIW BIONISS in oil mo/'or dimonuon, * NIW LONOU WHIIIBASI ★ DASHING NIW "ARISTOSTYll” DISIGN-wiffi Coaeeoled Saftty-SInp, at each door
I equipped themselves with life-belts telephone or telegraph service had Company officials and those who
water and a lee shore.
★ LONOIR, LARGIR, WIDIR FISHIR BODIIS with No Draft Ventilation * 01 LUXI KNII-ACTION ON All MODILS-uith Balanced Springing Front and Knar, and Improved
!
or
who
succeeded
in
grasping
float

were
waiting
in
the
lobby.
not
been
interrupted,
grave
fears
The steamer had been fighting
Shockproof Stnnring ★ 9O-H.P, VALVI-IN-HIAD "VICTORT" INGINI * ORIGINAL VACUUM-FOWIR SHIFT at no extra fast-lutt « Only Chevrolet Solid, It
(To
be
continued)
the storm for many hours more than ing wreckage were benumbed by the were beginning to be felt for her
* SAFI-T-SPICIAL HYDRAULIC BRAKIS ★ Plus many more outstanding comfort, safety end convenience Features.
• • • * .
her routine trip to Portland would frigid water and hammered so un safety. Monday morning a Boston
In the passing of Walter L. Blais
have taken, and when seen mercifully by the gigantic waves Journal news item reported the
by Captain Hogan was still keep that they soon died. Not a single ship long overdue and not heard dell of Portland, down-east steam
: from, but held out for its readers boating has lost one of its best
ing her head to the seas. This is person survived the wreck.
• * * 0
the hope that the vessel had prob known and most colorful figures.
the evidence that her engines were
A few minutes after 7 o'clock ably taken shelter in Gloucester From 1895 until 1935 Mr. Blaisdell
still running on Sunday morning.
It is possible that her fuel supply Sunday evening. Surfman John J or some other North Shore harbor was inspector of boilers for the
was exhausted during the day and Johnson of the Race Point Life still cut off from communication. Steamboat Inspection Service con
men were set to work breaking up Saving Crew plodding along the It was also suggested that she might nected until 1916 with the Bangor
her freight and interior fittings for beach on hts patrol about a half be in the lower part of Boston Har office, and then until retirement,
the files. It seems unlikely, how mile east of the station came upon bor, which had been shut off by the attached to the Portland headquar
On ters. During the golden age of
ever that failure of her fuel supply a life preserver marked "Steamer storm throughout Sunday.
689 MAIN ST.,
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was responsible for her loss, because Portland of Portland" and soon aft Monday, however, the .State of steamboating, Walter Blaisdell was
a
key
figure,
and
was
probably
the
Maine
and
the
Bay
State
steamed
much of her furniture and freight erward found a large creamery can
which would have made good fire and bibs of wreckage. Surfman , into Boston and reported that no best informed man in the district on
wood came ashore intact. It seems Gideon Bouley of Highland Light trace of the Portland had been steamboat matters of hts time
VINALHAVEN, ME.
UNION, ME.
Three whistles.
probable that the intense smashing Ufe Saving Station, discovered the ' seen, although the sharpest look
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